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Let s1 , t,, sz, t2, ,.., sk, I~ be vertices of a graph G drawn in a surface Z. When are 
there k vertex-disjoint paths of G linking s, and t, (1 <i< k)? We study sufficient 
conditions-for instance, it sufftces that G is connected and “uses up” the surface 
adequately, and all the s,‘s and 1,‘s are mutually “far apart.” Our results are applied 
to yield a polynomially bounded algorithm to solve the problem for fixed C 
and k. d 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRoD~CTI~N 
Let G be a graph drawn on a connected surface C, and let sr, t,, s2, 
t,, ...> Sk, k t be vertices of G. When are there k vertex-disjoint paths joining 
si and tj (1 6 i 6 k), respectively? It is plausible that if the vertices sl, 
t, > ..., Sk, k t are in some sense far apart and if G “represents” the surface E 
adequately, the paths will exist. More precisely, if 
(i) G is connected, 
t1 @) 
every curve drawn in C between two distinct members of (s,, 
, . . . . Sk, tk} has large “length”, that is, has a large number of points in 
common with the drawing of G, 
(iii) every closed curve drawn in C which is not null-homotopic also 
has large “length,” and 
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(iv) every separating closed curve drawn in C which separates {sl, 
t,, . . . . sk, fk) into two sets each with at least two members has large 
“length,” 
then the paths will exist. This is indeed true, and is a consequence of our 
main result, which is more complicated but of a similar type. The new com- 
plication is introduced because we find that this kind of sufhcient condition 
for the existence of the paths is much more useful if we jrelax condition 
(ii)-instead of asking that si, ti , . . . . sk, t, be pairwise far apart, we ask 
that they fall into groups, each group lying on the boundary of one region 
and distinct groups being far apart. 
Its applications are as follows: 
(i) We obtain a polynomially bounded algorithm, for any fixed 
integer k and fixed surface Z, to determine if the paths exist. The idea is 
basically that we test if our theorem can be applied. If so, the paths exist. If 
not, then either the paths clearly do not exist, or we find an offending curve 
which is too short (which we can choose so that it passes only through 
vertices and regions of G), and “split” the vertices it passes through. We 
can translate our original problem into a set of problems on this new 
simpler graph. 
(ii) A graph is a minor of another if it can be obtained from a sub- 
graph of the second by contraction. We prove that for every graph H 
which can be drawn in a connected surface C, not a sphere, there is a 
number w  with the following property. Every graph G drawn in C which 
has no non-null-homotopic closed curve of “length” <w has a minor 
isomorphic to H. 
(iii) In the next paper of this series [IS], we shall use the result of this 
paper to show that if G,, G,, . . . . is an infinite sequence of graphs which can 
be drawn in C, there exist j > i 3 1 such that Gj is isomorphic to a minor of 
G,. In particular, this implies that for every surface C there is a 
“Kuratowski-type” theorem; there is a finite list of graphs G,, . . . . Gk such 
that an arbitrary graph can be drawn in C if and only if it topologically 
contains none of G,, . . . . G,. In addition, our present result will have 
numerous applications in later papers of the series, which we do not detail 
here. 
2. SURFACES AND NETS 
We begin by establishing some terminology and preliminary lemmas. A 
surface is a compact 2-manifold with (possibly null) boundary. The boun- 
dary of a surface C is denoted by M(Z), and each component of M(C) is 
called a cuff: (Every cuff is homeomorphic to the circle S’.) C(a, 6, c) 
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denotes the surface obtained from a 2-sphere by adding a handles and h 
cross-caps, and then removing the interiors of c pairwise disjoint closed 
discs. Thus C(0, 0, 1) is a closed disc, C(0, 0, 2) is a cylinder, L’( 1, 0, 0) is a 
torus, C(0, !, 0) is a projective plane, and C(0, 1, 1) is a Mobius band. It is 
known that every connected surface is homeomorphic to z(a, b, c) for 
some choice of a, 6, c. We denote “C is homeomorphic to 2” by C z C’. 
We denote the closure of any XCC by X. 
A subset Fc .LY homeomorphic to S ’ is called an O-arc. An 
Z-are is a subset Fc C homeomorphic to [0, 11, such that there is a 
homeomorphism f: [0, 11 -+ F with f(O), f(l)~ bd(C). In either case a 
homeomorphism from S’ (respectively, [0, 11) to F is called an arc-map. If 
F is an Z-arc with arc-map f, we call f(0) and f (1) the ends of F. 
An O-arc F is null-homotopic in 2 if there is a homotopy of some arc- 
map onto a constant map. Then by a result of [2], F is null-homotopic if 
and only if there is a closed disc d c C with bd(A) = F, or again if and only 
if FL A for some closed disc A YE Z. 
In this paper we are concerned with graphs drawn on surfaces, and we 
formulate a non-standard definition of “graph” to avoid continually having 
to refer to drawings. A graph G then is a pair (U(G), V(G)), where U(G) is 
a topological space and V(G) c U(G) is finite, such that 
(i) U(G)- V(G) has only a finite number of components (called 
edges ), and 
(ii) if e is an edge then (e, 2) is homeomorphic either to ((0, l), 
[IO, I]) or to (S1 - (x>, S’), where XES’. 
V(G) is called the vertex set of G and its members are called uertices. If C is 
a surface, a graph in LC means a graph G = (U(G), V(G)) where U(G) is a 
subspace of C. If G is a graph in Z: a subset XS C is G-normal if X n e = 0 
for each edge e of G. A graph G in .?I is proper if bd(z ) is G-normal. A com- 
ponent of C - U(G) is called a region of G. The rest of our basic graph- 
theoretic terminology is more or less standard. We mention that paths and 
circuits have no “repeated” vertices. 
If J is a graph in C with bd(C) c U(J), then for every edge e of J, either 
eG bd(C) or en bd(C)= a. We denote by J- bd(L’) the subgraph 
(V(J)u (U(J)- bd(C)), V(J)) of such a graph J. Evidently J-bd(2I) is 
proper in z. 
An Z-arc F is a boundary Z-arc if FE bd(C). Two Z-arcs F,, F2 are inter- 
nally disjoint if every point in F, n F2 is an end of both of them. Take two 
internally disjoint boundary Z-arcs in C. with arc-maps f, g, respectively. If 
we make the identificationsf(x) = g(x)(O d .a- < 1) we obtain a new surface. 
We tail this operation pasting f=g, and the inverse operation cutting 
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(along the appropriate subset of the surface). More generally, for any 
proper graph J drawn in a surface 2 with no isolated vertices, we can “cut” 
along U(J) in the obvious way, and obtain a new surface C’. There is a 
natural surjection I$ : C’ + E, which we call the associated surjection. For 
ZEC, &l(z) denotes (z’~,X’:~$(z’)=z), and for ZsC, #-i(Z) denotes 
U (4-‘(z): z E Z). If G is a proper graph in C’ and U(J) is G-normal, then 
(d-‘(U(G)), d-‘(V(G))) is a proper graph in C’, which we denote by 
d-‘(G). 
It is known that any connected surface can be constructed by repeated 
pasting, starting from a closed disc. A net (d, ZZ) for a connected surface C 
is a closed disc d together with a set 
wheref,, g,, . ..) fi, g, are arc-maps of pairwise internally disjoint boundary 
Z-arcs in d, such that C can be obtained by pasting fi =gr, 
f2 = g,, . . . . f ,  = g,. Let C#J : d + C be the associated surjection. Let J = ( U, Y), 
where U= {4(x): x~bd(A)} and 
Then, provided that IZ# a, 9 is a graph which we call the seam graph for 
the net (d, Z7). 
(2.1) Let J be a graph in C. Then J is a seam graph for some net if and 
only if 
(i) bd(C) G U(J), and for every edge e of J, either e c bd(C) or 
en bd(C) = a, 
(ii) J- bd(C) has no isolated vertices, 
(iii) J has a unique region, and 
(iv) every O-arc included in that region is null-homotqpic. 
ProojI Suppose that J is a seam graph for some net (d, Z7), where 
n= ( (fl, gl}, . . . . {f,, g,}}. Let 4 be the associated surjection. Then the 
restriction of 4 to d - bd(A) is injective, and hence provides a 
homeomorphism from d - bd(A) to C- U(J). Since d - bd(A) is connec- 
ted, it follows that E- U(J) is connected, that is, J has a unique region; 
and since every O-arc included in A - bd(A) is null-homotopic, the same is 
true for C - U(J). Thus (iii) and (iv) are verified. To verify (i) and (ii), we 
observe that the sets 
(fi(x):o<x< 1) (1 <i<r) 
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are all edges of J, and each is disjoint from M(C); and any other edge of J 
is included in M(Z). Then (i) and (ii) follow. 
For the converse, suppose J satisfies (i)-(iv). Let d be the surface 
obtained from Z by cutting along U( J- M(C)). Then by (iii), d - M(d) is 
connected, and by (iv) every O-arc included in A - M(A) is null- 
homotopic. Since A is a surface, it follows that A is a closed disc, as 
required. 
(2.2) Let Z z Z(a, b, c) and let J be a seam graph in C for some net. 
Suppose that every vertex of J has valency at least 3. Then 1 V(J)/ d 
2(2a+b+c- I), and IE(J)I d3(2a+b+c- 1). 
Proof: Let C’ be the surface obtained from C by pasting a closed disc 
onto each cuff of C. Then C’ g X(a, b, 0). Now J is a graph in C’ with c + 1 
regions, and they are all simply connected (for definition, see Section 12). 
We may apply Euler’s formula to deduce that 
I V(J)1 - IE(J)I +c+l=2-2a-b. 
But every vertex of J in C’ has valency 4 3, and so j V(J)1 6 3 / E( J)I . The 
result follows. 
Let (A, Z7) be a net for 2, and let G be a proper graph in .Z. We say that 
(A, Z7) is G-normal if U(J) is G-normal, where J is the seam graph for 
(A, Z7). It is easy to see that if C is connected and G is a proper graph in Z, 
there is a G-normal net. (We sketch a proof. It suffices to show this when G 
is connected and every region of G intersects C - bd(C) in an open disc, for 
we can always augfient G to make this true. For each region r choose a 
point V,E r - bd(Z), and for each vertex v incident with r make a cut in 
(r - bd(C)) u (v> f rom v, to v, in such a way that all these cuts are inter- 
nally disjoint, in the natural sense. We obtain a surface, each component of 
which is a disc. Now paste back together just enough of these cuts to make 
the surface connected; the result is the required net.) 
Let G be a proper graph in a connected surface 2:. A net (A, n) with 
associated surjection c$: A + C is rn~n~rn~~ (with respect to G) if 
(i) it is G-normal, 
(ii) among all G-normal nets, (A,Z7) has I$-‘(V(G))n 
bd(A)l minimum, and 
(iii) among all G-normal nets satisfying (ii), (A, Z7) has 11;11 
minimum. 
We must establish some properties of minimal nets. 
(2.3) Let C be a connected surface with 1 & C(0, 0, 0), C(0, 0, 1), 
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C(0, 1,O). Let J be the seam graph for Some minimal net with respect to 
some proper graph G in Z. Then no vertex of J has valency < 2. 
ProoJ: Certainly J has no isolated vertices. If v is a verte:x of valency 1, 
let J’ be the graph obtained from J by deleting v. Then since 
C k X(0,0, 0), J’ is the seam graph for a net which contradicts the 
minimality of our original net. Now suppose u has valency 2. No loop of J 
is incident with v since C k C(0, 0, l), C(0, 1,O); and so (U(J), 
V(J) - {v}) is a graph which again is a seam graph for a smaller net. This 
completes the proof. 
We deduce from (2.3) and (2.2) that 
(2.4) IfL’zX(a, b, ) h c w  ere 2a + b + c > 1, and J is the *seam graph for 
some minimal net for Z (with respect to some G), then 1 V(J)1 d 
2(2a+b+c-1) and IE(J)I<3(2a+b+c-1). 
Let (A, n) be a net for C. Let J be the associated seam graph, and let 
4: A ---f .Z be the associated surjection, Let s, t E bd(A) be distinct, and let 
C,, C2 be the two components of bd(A)- {s, t}. Let 
J’ = (u(J), f’(J) u {d(s), W))~ 
The edges of J’ are of four types: 
(i) edges e with ecbd(C), 
(ii) edges e such that for all z E e, 4-‘(z) n Ci # @(i = 1,2), 
m) edges e such that enbd(C)=@ and for all zEe, d-‘(z)~Cr, 
and (‘” 
(iv) edges e such that enbd(C)=@ and for all zEe, &‘(z)sC,. 
(This follows easily from the definition of a net.) 
(2.5) There is a path of J’ between d(s) and d(t) with no edges of type 
(iii) or (iv). 
ProoJ: The image of C, under d yields a sequence d(s) = v,,, e,, vl, 
e2, . . . . ek, vk = d(t) of vertices and edges of J’, such that for I G id k, ei has 
ends vi_ I and vi. Each edge of J’ of type (iii) occurs twice in this sequence, 
while those of type (iv) do not occur. Let J” be the subgraph of J’ con- 
sisting of those edges which occur exactly once in the sequence, with 
V( J”) = V(J’). By counting we find that every vertex of J”’ distinct from 
d(s) and d(t) has even valency in J”, while if $(~)#@(t) they both have 
odd valency. It follows that 4(s), d(t) are in the same component of J”, and 
the theorem is true. 
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An Z-arc Fin C is proper if jFnbd(C)l =2. 
(2.6) Let (A, I7) be a minimal net with respect to a proper graph G in C, 
where C E C(a, b, c) and 2a + b + c > 1. Let J be the associated seam graph 
and let 4 be the associated surjection. Let F be a $-l(G)-normal proper I-arc 
in A with ends s, t, and let F* = F- (s, t >. Then there is a G-normal O-arc A 
in C with 
/An V(G)/ <2(2a+b+c)(l4(F*)n V(G)/ + l)+ ibd(Z)n V(G)/ 
and with d(F) c A E d(F) u U(J). 
Proof As in (2.5), let J’ be (U(J), V(J)u {q%(s), d(t)}). Let e be any 
edge of J’ of type (ii). Then there exists {f, g} E I7 such that 
Let A* be the surface obtained from A by pastingf= g and cutting along F. 
Then A* is a closed disc since F is proper and e is of type (ii), and the new 
net we obtain is also G-normal. Since (A, Z7) is a minimal net, we have 
I e n f~‘(G)l d I d(f’*) n VW. 
Let P be the path of J’ provided by (2.5). For each edge e of type (ii) of J’, 
the inequality above holds, while if e is an edge of J’ of type (i) then 
P n V(G) & bd(C). It follows that 
I U(P) n V(G)1 d I E(P)/ . I d(F*) n V(G)/ + / V(P)/ + j bd((C) n V(G)l. 
Combining P with &F*) yields the required G-normal O-arc, since 
IE(P)I 6 / V(P)1 d I V(J’)I < I V(J)1 +2<2(2afb+c) 
by (2.4). 
3. MATCHINGS AND FORESTS 
Let C be a surface and let F, F’ be proper I-arcs in C. We say that F is 
similar to F’ if there is a homeomorphism r : C + C such that a(F) = F’. 
This is an equivalence relation, and we call the equivalence classes 
similarity classes. 
(3.1) For any fixed 1 there are oniy finitely many similarity classes. 
ProojY Let F be a proper I-arc in C. If we cut along F we obtain a new 
surface .E * and two boundary I-arcs X, Y say in C* with arc-maps f, g, 
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respectively, such that C is obtained from C * by pasting f = g. There are, 
up to homeomorphism, only finitely many possibilities for C* and hence 
for (C *, X, Y, f(O), g(0)). But the similarity class of F is determined by the 
homeomorphism class of (C *, X, Y,,+“(O), g(0)) and the result follows. 
Now let C be a surface. Two proper I-arcs F, F’, are parallel if there is a 
homeomorphism CI : Z -+ C such that a(F)= F’ and a(x)=x for all 
x E M(C). The equivalence classes of this equivalence relation we call 
paratiel classes. We observe that if F, F’ are paralle1 then they are similar. 
(3.2) For any fixed .E and s, t E bd(C), there are only finitely many 
parallel classes of I-arcs with ends s, t. 
ProojY Let C z Z(a, b, c). By (3.1) it suffices to show that if 9 is a set of 
mutually similar proper Z-arcs in C, each with ends s, t, then 9 is divided 
by parallelness into only finitely many classes. Let us assign an orientation 
to each cuff of C. For each homeomorphism c(: C -+ C, its signature is the 
function ga mapping each cuff C to (a(C), f l), where we choose + 1 if the 
orientation of C is mapped under c1 to the orientation of the cuff a(C), and 
- 1 otherwise. The signature is null if for each cuff C, o,(C) = (C, 1). We 
observe 
(1) Let F, F’ E 9. If there is a homeomorphism cx : C -+ C with 
cc(F) = F’ and with null signature, then F is parallel to F’. 
Choose F* E 9. For each FE 9 there exists a homeomorphism 
aF: C + C with a,(F*) = F. Now for F, F’ E 8, if aF and CI~, have the same 
signature, then F is parallel to F’ by (1) for a = aF, a; ’ satisfies the 
hypothesis of (1). Yet there are only finitely many possible signatures, and 
the result follows. 
A matching in a surface Z is a proper graph G in C with V(G) E bd(.Z), 
in which every vertex has valency 1. For XS bd(C), an X-matching is 
a matching G with V(G) = X. Two X-matchings G, G’ in 2 are said 
to be congruent if there is a homeomorphism a: C -+ C such that 
a( U(G)) = U(G’) and a(x) = x for all x E bd(X). We call the equivalence 
classes of this equivalence relation congruence classes. 
(3.3) For any surface .Y and finite X E bd(C), there are only finitely 
many congruence classes of X-matchings. 
ProoJ We proceed by induction on 1 XI. There are only finitely many 
possibilities for the pairing of the members of X given by the edges of the 
matching. Haying fixed that pairing, there are by (3.2) essentially only 
finitely many choices for the first edge of the matching. Having fixed that 
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edge we may cut along it, and the result follows from our inductive 
hypothesis. 
A forest in a surface C is a proper graph in C with no circuits. Two 
forests H,, H, are homotopic in Z if 
(i) V(H,) n bd(C) = V(H,) nbd(C), 
(ii) for s, t E V(H,) n M(C), there is a path of H, from s to t if and 
only if there is such a path in Hz, and 
(iii) for S, t E V(H,) n M(C), if Pi is a path of Hi from s to t (i= 1, 2) 
then P, is homotopic in Z to Pz. 
(Homotopy of paths in C is defined in the usual way.) We say that forests 
H,, H2 in .Z are homoplastic if there is a homeomorphism ~1: C + C such 
that 
(i) a(x) =x for all x E M(C), and 
(ii) the forest tx(H,) is homotopic in C to H,. 
The equivalence classes of this equivalence relation are called homoplasty 
classes. For YE bd( C ), a Y-forest is a fo;est H with V(H) n bd(Z ) = Y. 
(3.4) For any surface C and finite YE bd( C), there are only finitely 
many homoplasty classes of Y-forests. 
Proof For each y E Y, choose a boundary I-arc F, with y E F-V, such 
that y is not an end of F,,, and F.” n F,, = @ for distinct y, y’ E Y. Let X be 
the set of ends of all the FT (y E Y); thus 1 XI = 2 1 YI . An X-matching G 
surrounds a Y-forest H if U(G) n U(H) = $3 and for each component H’ of 
H with V(H’) n bd(C) # Iz, there is a simply connected region of G 
including U(H’). We observe 
(1) Every Y-forest is surrounded by some X:matching. 
For if H is a Y-forest, let us “thicken” each edge of H slightly, so that 
each component of H is enlarged into a closed disc, the discs are mutually 
disjoint, and their union intersects bd(C) in precisely u (F,: y E Y). Then 
the desired X-matching may be found in the boundary of these discs. 
Clearly, 
(2) If G is an X-matching surrounding Y-forests H, H’ then H and H’ 
are homotopic. 
From (2) we deduce 
(3) If H, H’ are Y-forests surrounded by X-matchings G, G’, respec- 
tively, and G and G’ are congruent, then H and H’ are homoplastic. 
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But from (l), (3), and (3.3), the result follows. 
(3.5) For every matching G in C and every homoplasty class 98 there 
exists HE B with U(G) n U(H) finite. 
The proof is left to the reader. 
(3.6) For every surface C and all integers k, n > 0 there is an integer 
w( C, k, n) such that for every matching G in C with 1 V(G)/ < 2n and every 
forest H in C with 1 V(H) n bd(C)l <k, there is a forest H’ homoplastic to H 
with 1 U(G) n U(H’)I d w(C, k, n). 
Proof Since 1 V( G)I d 2n and I V(H) n bd( C )I < k, there are only 
finitely many ways to choose V(G) and V(H) n bd(C), up to 
homeomorphism of 2. Thus it suffices to show that for finite X, Y c bd(C), 
there is an integer w  such that for every X-matching G and Y-forest H, 
there is a Y-forest H’ homoplastic to H with 1 U(G) n U(H’)I 6 w. By (3.3) 
and (3.4), it suffices to show that for every congruence class d of X- 
matchings and every homoplasty class %9 of Y-forests there is an integer w  
such that for every GE d there exists HESS with I U(G) n U(H)/ dw. 
Choose G, E & and H, E g with U(G,) n U(H,) finite (this is possible by 
(3.5)), and let w  = I U(G,) n U(H,)I . We claim that PV satisfies our 
requirements. For let G E -Qz, and let a : C -+ C be a homeomorphism with 
a( U(G,)) = U(G) and IX(X) = x (x E bd( C )). Let H = a(H,); then HE E8, and 
I U(G) n U(H) I = w, as required. 
4. THE MAIN RESULT-FIRST VERSION 
Let G be a graph in ,Z’, and let H be a forest in Z. If there exists a forest 
H’ homoplastic to H which is a subgraph of G, we say that H is G-feasible. 
We are concerned with sufficient conditions for G-feasibility. 
Now we apply our results about minimal nets (in particular (2.6)) to 
prove a preliminary form of our main theorem. We need the following 
lemma, which is Theorem (3.6) of [4], stated in different language. 
(4.1) Let G be a proper graph in a closed disc A and let H be a forest in 
A with V(H) n bd(A) = V(G) n bd(A). Then H is G-feasible $and only iffor 
every G-normal proper I-arc F with ends s, t say, I V(G) n (F - {s, t } )I 3 / A I 
where C,, C2 are the two components of bd(A) - {s, t >, and A is the set of 
vertex sets of the components of H which intersect both C1 and C,, and 
contain neither s nor t. 
We shall also need the following four lemmas. 
582b/45/2-7 
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(4.2) Let .X be a connected surface with bd(C) = a, and let YE.E be 
connected and open. Suppose that every O-arc included in Y bounds a disc 
included in Y. Then either C is a sphere and Y = E, or Y is an open disc. 
We sketch a proof. We may assume that Y # E. Let ,E’ be a universal 
covering space for C, and 4: C’ + 2 be a covering map (see [ 11). Then ,?7 
is either a sphere or a plane, and so the Riemann mapping theorem holds 
in E“. Thus each component of qP ‘( Y) is an open disc, and the result 
follows. 
(4.3) Let C be a connected surface with at least two cuffs, and let G be a 
proper graph in 2. Let v > 0 be an integer, and suppose that every G-normal 
O-arc F with F n bd(C ) = @ and / V(G) n FI < v is null-homotopic. Let C be 
a cuff Then there are at least v + 1 paths of G, each with one end in C and 
the other in bd(C) - C, mutually vertex-disjoint except for their ends. 
Proof. Let XL V(G) with /A’/ 6 v and with Xnbd(C)= a. By a form 
of Menger’s theorem, it suffices to show that there is a path of G with one 
end in C and the other in bd(C) - C, and with no vertex in X. Let 
Z=(E-(U(G)ubd(zE)))uX. 
Then by hypothesis (since 1 XI < v) every O-arc of C included in Z is null- 
homotopic. Choose Y maximal such that 
(i) Z c Y (and so r - bd(C ) c Y for every region r of G), 
(ii) Y is a union of sets of the form r - bd( 2) (where r is a region of 
G), e (where e is an edge), and {v}(where u is a vertex of G not in bd(C)), 
and 
(iii) every O-arc included in Y is null-homotopic. 
Then Yn bd(C) = @, from (ii). We claim first that Y is connected. For if 
not, then from (i) there are regions rl, rz of G, both incident with some 
edge e, such that rl - bd(C), r2 - bd(C) are in different components of Y. 
But then Yu e satisfies (i)-(iii) contrary to the maximality of Y. This 
proves our claim that Y is connected. 
Second, from the maximality of Y, it is easy to see that if u E V(G) n Y 
then e c Y for every edge e incident with v. We deduce from (i) and (ii) 
that there is a subgraph K of G such that 
Y=E-(U(K)ubd(C)). 
Third, let Fc Y be an O-arc. Then F is null-homotopic in C, by (iii), and 
so there is a closed disc A s E with bd(A) = F. But then Yu A satisfies 
(i)-(iii) (by (11.3)), and so A c Y from the maximality of Y. 
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We have shown then that Y is connected and every U-arc included in Y 
bounds a closed disc included in Y. Moreover, Y is open and 
Y n M(Z) = aa; and so Y is open in the surface obtained from Z by 
pasting a closed disc onto each cuff of C. By (4.2), either Y is a sphere or Y 
is an open disc, and so bd( Y) is connected. We deduce thait U(K) u M(Z) 
is connected, and hence there is a path P of K from C to M(C) - C. But 
V(K) n X= a,, since XC Y, and so V(P) n X= @. This completes the 
proof. 
(4.4) Let L be a proper graph in C with no isolated vertices, such that no 
FG U(L) is an O-arc or an I-arc. Let C’ be the surface obtained from Z by 
cutting along U(L), and let 4: C’ + C be the associated surjection. Let H, be 
a forest in 2, andfor each z E V(H,) n bd(Z), let l(z) E d-‘(z). Then there is 
a forest H in Z, homotopic to H,, such that U(H) n U(L) c bd(C), andfor 
each ZE V(H,) n bd(Z) every member of d-‘(z)- (l(z)} is an isolated 
vertex of &l(H). 
The proof is easy (for example, by induction on j E(L)1 ; we remark that 
if E(L) # @ then some vertex of L has valency 1 and is not in bd(2)) and 
is left to the reader. 
(4.5) Let J be a proper graph in C with no isolated vertices. Let ,?I” be the 
surface obtained from C by cutting along U(J) and let 4: C’+ Z be the 
associated surjection. Let H be a forest in C such that U(J) is H-normal. 
Then d-‘(H) is a forest in 2’. Moreover, tf H’ is a forest in C’ homoplastic 
to d-‘(H), then qS(H’) is a forest in 2 homoplastic to H. 
Cd(H) denotes the graph (&U(W), d(V(WI).I 
Proof Since U(J) is H-normal, d-‘(H) is a forest in C’. Let H’ be 
homoplastic to r+-‘(H) in C’. Suppose that d(H’) is not a forest. Since H’ 
is a forest, there is a sequence P;, . . . . Ph of mutually vertex-disjoint paths of 
H’, where k 3 1, Pi has distinct ends si, ti E #-I( U( J)) (1 6 i < k), q5( ti) = 
#(sj+ 1) (1 d i<k), and q5(tk) = #(s,). Choose such a sequence with k> 1 
minimum. Let T: be the component of H’ containing Pi (1 < i< k). From 
the minimality of k, T: # T; for 1 < i < j< k. Since H’ is homoplastic to 
d-‘(H), for 1~’ , I < k there is a path Pi of 4-‘(H) from si to ti, and 
P,, . . . . P, all belong to different components of d-‘(H). Hence 
#(Pl) u ... u #(Pk) includes a circuit of H, a contradiction. Thus d(H’) is a 
forest. 
Let rx:X’+X’ be a homeomorphism such that a(x) =x for all 
XE bd(C’) and a(H’) is homotopic to r+-‘(H). For XEZ, we define /I(x) as 
follows: we choose YE d-‘(x), and let /I(x) = &cc(y)). This is uniquely 
defined; for if x E bd(C) u U(J) then &a(y)) = x since a(v) = y, and if 
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x E C - (M(C) u U(J)) then y is unique. It is easy to verify that /I: C + C is 
a homeomorphism, and p(x) =x (x E M(Z)), and /(d(X)) is homotopic 
to H, as required. 
Let C E C(n, b, c) where 20 + 2b + c > 1, and let h- > 0 be an integer. Let 
w be the maximum of 
w&L”, 2k, 3(2a+b+c-1)) 
(as in (3.6)), taken over all surfaces A” 2 C(a, b, c’), where c’ < 
2(2a+b+c-1). Let 
,u = 2(2a + b + c)(k + w) + 2k 
v=6(2a+b+c-l)(~+2p+l)+2k. 
We define v(.Z, k) = v. One form of our main result is the following, and the 
remainder of this section is devoted to its proof. If C is a cuff of a surface C, 
we denote by C + C the surface obtained by pasting a closed disc onto C. 
(4.6) Let 2 be a connected suvface with at least two cuffs and let k 2 0 be 
an integer. Let G be a proper graph in Z, with / V(G) n bd(C)J 6 2k, such 
that 
(i) for every G-normal I-arc B with 1 V(G) A BI < v(C,k) the ends of 
B are in the same cuff of Z, 
(ii) for every G-normal O-arc B with 1 V(G) n BI < v(C, k) either B 
is null-homotopic, or for some cuff C, B is null-homotopic in C f c and 
V(G)n Cz B, and 
(iii) for every cuff C, / V(G) n Cl 3 2. 
Let H be a forest in C with V(G)n bd(C)= V(H)n bd(C). Then H is 
G-feasible. 
Proof. Let (A, n) be a minimal net for C with respect to G; let I be the 
associated seam graph, and let 4: d --f C be the associated surjection. 
Choose a, b, c such that C 2 E(a, 6, c) and let w, p, v be as in the definition 
of v(Z, k). 
Let z E V(H) n bd(C). Then z E C for some cuff C. We claim that there 
are v -2k paths of G, each between z and bd(Z) - C, pairwise vertex- 
disjoint except for their ends. For suppose not, and let G’ be the graph 
obtained from G by deleting every vertex of G in C except z. By (4.2) 
applied to G’, there is a G’-normal O-arc F’ with F’ A bd(C) = @ and 
1 V(G’) n F’ 1 d v - 2k - 1, such that F’ is not null-homotopic. Choose F 
with 1 V(G’) A F’ I minimum. Then it is easy to see that F’ n r is connected, 
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for every region Y of G’, and there is a G-normal O-arc F, homotopic to F’, 
with 
Then 1 V(G) n F( < v, and so by (ii), either F is null-homotopic in C, or F is 
null-homotopic in Z + C’ for some cuff C’ with V(G) n C’ z F. Now F is 
not null-homotopic in C, since F’ is not. On the other hand, V(G) n C @ F 
since z $ F, and if C’ is a cuff with C’ # C then V(G) n C’ @ F, because 
V(G) n C’ # Qr by (iii) and 
V(G)nFnC’cV(G’)nF’nC’=@. 
This is a contradiction. We deduce that there are v - 2k paths of G, each 
between z and M(Z) - C, pairwise vertex-disjoint except for their ends, as 
claimed. 
Let el, . . . . evpzk be the edges of these paths incident with z. Then 
&‘(e,), . . . . d-r(e.-,,) are edges of &l(G), each incident with exactly one 
member of d-‘(z). Now if z E V(J) then 1 &r(z)1 = d(z) - 1 where d(z) is 
the valency of z in J, counting loops twice. But 
d(z)<2 IE(J)Id6(2a+b+c- 1) 
by (2.4). Thus if ZE V(J) then 14P’(z)ld6(2a+b+c-1). But this 
inequality also holds if z $ V(J), since then I d-l(z)/ = 1 < 6(2a + b + c - 1). 
Hence at least 
v-2k 
6(2a+b+c- 1)” 
Of 61(e,),-., 6+-2,) are incident in 4 -l(G) with the same member of 
&l(z). Let us denote such a member of d-‘(z) by l(z). 
For each edge e of J, we say that e is long if I Z n V( G)I 3 2~ + w  $2 and 
short otherwise. Every long edge of J is an edge of J- bd(C), because 
/ V(G)nbd(C)I <2k<2p+w+2. 
Let e be a long edge of J, and let the vertices of G in 2 be ur, . . . . v,, in order 
on 2. Then r>2p+w+2 since e is long. Let B’(e)= (u~+~, v,-~,) and let 
W= (J( w(e)), the union being taken over all long edges e of J. Let J+ be 
the graph (U(J), V(J) u W). Evidently each short edge of J is an edge of 
J+, which we call a short edge of J+. Every long edge of .I is divided into 
three edges of J+ ; the middle one we call a central edge, while the other 
two are linking edges. For each linking edge e of J+, /en V(G)1 = p + 1 
while for each central edge e of J+, I e n V(G)1 2 w. Let K be the subgraph 
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of J+ with vertex set W and with edges the central edges of Jf; and let L 
be the subgraph of J’ obtained from J+ by deleting the central edges and 
those edges which meet (and hence are subsets of) M(C). 
Now A is obtained from C by cutting along U(J- bd(C)) = 
U(K) u U(L). We can do so in two stages, first cutting along U(L) and then 
cutting along U(K). Let C’ be the surface obtained from 2 by cutting along 
U(L). There are natural surjections 8: 2’ + .E and t/j: d --f C’ where 
Q(e)) = d(x) (x E A ). 
Then e-‘(K) is a matching in C’, and A is obtained from C’ by cutting 
along U(P’(K)). 
Now for each edge e of L, / t? n V(G)1 < w + 2~ + 1 because e is either 
short or linking. Thus 
I V(G)n U(L)1 d6(2a+b+c-l)(w+2p+ l)=v-2k 
by (2.4). We claim that every O-arc Fc U(L) u bd(C) is a cuff of 2. For F 
is G-normal, and 
I V(G) n FI < I V(G) n U(L)1 + I V(G) nbd(C )I < v  
and so by (ii), there is a closed disc R c C + C with bd(R) = F, for some 
cuff C of 2,‘. But FE U(J+ ) and J+ has only one region (as a graph in C), 
and so R n ,X’ c bd(R), that is, F = C, as claimed. 
It follows that U(L) includes no O-arc. Suppose that U(L) includes an 
Z-arc. Then we may choose an Z-arc Fg U(L) such that no point of F is in 
bd(C) except its ends. Now 
I V(G) n Fl d / V(G) n U(L)1 d v  
and so by (i), the ends of F are in the same cuff C of 2’. Hence there is an 
O-arc F’ c Fu C with FC F’; but then F’ is not a cuff, and 
F’ g U(L) u M(C), contrary to the result of the previous paragraph. We 
deduce that U(L) includes no Z-arc. 
Since U(L) includes no O-arc or Z-arc of ,X’, it follows that 
C’ E z(a, b, c’) for some c’ > c. The cuffs of C’ are in l-l correspondence 
with the components of U(L)u bd(C), and each of these components 
contains a vertex of J. Hence the number of cuffs of C’ is at most 
2(2a + b + c - 1) by (2.4). Thus c’d 2(2a + b + c - l), and from the 
definition of w we have 
w > w(C’, 2k, 3(2a + b + c - 1)). 
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Moreover, e-‘(K) is a matching in C’; and it has at most 3(2a + b + c - 1) 
edges, by (2.4). Let 
M, = {$(1(z)): ZE V(G) n bd(C)} 
M2=F’(V(G)nbd(Z))-44, 
M, = V(O-‘(G)) n bd(C’)- (M, u M,). 
Hence M, , M,, M, are mutually disjoint and have union V(Q ~ ‘(G)) n 
bd(C’). 
By (4.4), there is a forest H, in Z’, homotopic to H, such that 
U(H,) n U(L) s bd(C) and each member of M, is an isolated vertex of 
P’(H,). Let H, be the forest in C’ obtained from &‘(H,) by deleting M,. 
Then 
j V(H,) n bd(L”)I = / V(H,) n bd(Z)I < 2k 
since U(H,) n U(L)c bd(L’). Thus by (3.6) there is a forest H, in C’, 
homoplastic to H, , such that 1 U( H3) n U( 8 - l(K)) 1 d w. Since each edge of 
O-‘(K) passes through at least w  vertices of &l(G), we ma:y choose H, so 
that in addition U(H,) n U(B-l(K)) c V(O-l(G)). Let H, = (U(H,) u Mz, 
V(H,)uM,); then H4 is homoplastic to @‘(HI), and 1 U(H,)n 
U(P’(K))I dw, and each member of Mz is an isolated vertex of H,. Let 
H, = B(H,); then by (4.5) H, is a forest in .Z homoplastic to H, and hence 
to H, and U(H,)n U(L)& bd(C), and U(H,)n U(K)& VI(G), and every 
member of M, is an isolated vertex of F’( H5). Let H, = (U(H,) u V(G), 
V(H,) u V(G)). Since H, is homoplastic in C to H, we may replace H by 
H6, for if the result holds for H, then it holds for H. In summary, then, we 
may assume that 
(1) U(H) n U(J) c V(G) E V(H), there are at most w non-isolated 
vertices of H in U(K), andfor each Z’E V(&‘(H))n bd(C’), ifz’ is not an 
isolated vertex of O-‘(H) then z’= $(l(z)) for some z E V(G) n bd(C). 
Now d-‘(H) is a forest in A, and by (l), V(&‘(H))n bd(A)= 
V(d-‘(G) n bd(A)). If H’ is a forest in A homoplastic in A to d-l(H), then 
q5(H’) is a forest in C homoplastic in Z to H by (4.5). Thus, to show that H 
is G-feasible it suffices to show that d-‘(H) is #-l(G)-feasible. To do so we 
use (4. I ). 
Let F be a &l(G)-normal proper I-arc of A with ends s, t, and let 
F* = F- (s, t}. Let C,, C, be the components of bd(A) - {s, t}, and let ,4 
be the set of vertex sets of all components of &l(H) which intersect both 
C, and C2 and contain neither s nor t. By (4.1), it suffices to show that 
I V(&‘(G)) n F* I 3 I ,4 1, that is, I V(G) n qS(F*)I 3 I A I. 
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We claim that /A 1 < w  + k. For let A4 be the set of non-isolated vertices 
of 6’ ~ ‘(H). Let /1 E A, and do E,. Then since 1% j >, 2, d is not an isolated ver- 
tex of 4 -l(H), and hence dg $ - l(v) for some u E M. Moreover, d E bd( A) 
and so v E U(@‘(K)) u bd(L”). If v E U(&‘(K)) then 1 I+!-l(v)1 = 2, and if 
u E ba’(C’) - U(V’(K)) then / I/-‘(v)l = 1. It follows that 
tJ (A: %EA) 6 U (~/-I(U): vEMn(U(B-‘(K))ubd(Z’))) 
I I 
62 IMn U(Bp’(K))I + lMnbd(C’)I 
< 2w + 2k 
by (1). Since / A. / 3 2 for each 3, E A, we deduce that I A 1 < w  + k as claimed. 
Hence we may assume that 
/ V(G)nqS(F*)l<k+w-1. 
By (2.6) there is a G-normal O-arc A in Z with #(J’) c A s&J’) u U(J) and 
with 
/ V(G)nAjd2(2a+b+c)(k+w)+2k=p<v. 
By hypothesis (ii) either A is null-homotopic in C, or for some cuff C, A is 
null-homotopic in S + C and V(G) n C E A. Suppose A is not null- 
homotopic in C, so that the second alternative applies. Since F is proper 
and C~bd(C)cgS(bd(d)), it follows that $(F*)nC=@ and so c,h(F*) is 
contained in a single component B of A - C. Then B is an Z-arc, since by 
(iii) I V(G) n C / > 2, and 4(F) c B. Let the ends of B be s’, t’. Since A is 
null-homotopic in C + C but not in C, it follows that C- {s’, t’} has two 
components C;, C; such that A n Cc C; and C; u B is a null-homotopic 
O-arc in C. Since V(G) n CE A and A n Cc C;, it follows that 
V(G) n C; = @. Hence CL u B satisfies our original hypothesis for A. Thus 
we may choose A to be null-homotopic in C. 
Now one component of C - A is homeomorphic to an open disc since A 
is null-homotopic; and the other is not, since C & X(0,0,0). Let S be the 
first component. Let J’ = (U(J), V(J) u {d(s), Q(t)]). Since F is proper and 
#(bd(d)) = U(J), it follows that &F*) n U(J) = /a and consequently, since 
A G gl(F) u U(J), we infer that A n U(J) = U(Q) for some path Q in J 
between d(s) and d(t). It follows that for every edge e of S, either e c S or 
e ,P S = a. Suppose that e E S for some edge e of J’. There is a path P of J 
with distinct ends such that every edge of P is included in S. Choose P with 
as many edges as possible, and let its ends be U, u. Now J’ has only one 
region in k, and so not both U, v E A; we assume that u E S. For the same 
reason, there is only one edge of J’ incident with u and with some vertex in 
V(P) - {u}. But by (2.3), there is another edge of J’ incident with U, and it 
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is not a loop, since J’ has only one region. This contradicts the maximality 
of P. We deduce that no edge of J’ intersects S, and hence no vertex of J 
lies in S. Thus U(J) n S = 0. 
Let R,, R, be the two components of d -F, where R,n bd(d) = Ci 
(i= 1,2). Then q5(R,)- A, cj(R2)- A are the two components of Z-A, 
and we assume that #(RI)-A = S. Since U(J)n S= 0, it follows that q4 
maps R, and its boundary C, u F homeomorphically onto S, A, respec- 
tively. We deduce that 
(2) ~(C,)=A-~(F)=U(Q,-(~(S),~(~)). 
We may assume that n # 0. Choose 1 c/i and d E 1. n C, . We claim that 
(3) d(d)E U(K). 
For as before $(d) is a non-isolated vertex of &l(H), and 
$(d) E @-‘( U(K)) u bd(Z’). We suppose that t#(d) $ U(K); hence 
e(d)+ IY’( U(K)), and so $(d) ~bd(.Z’). By (l), t/(d) = $(l(z)) for some 
ZE V(G) nbd(Z). Hence d=/(z), since $ acts injectively on dp’(bd(C)). By 
definition of l(z), there are paths P,, . . . . P, of G such that 
(a) each has initial vertex z and terminal vertex in some cuff of C not 
containing z, 
(b) the paths are pairwise vertex-disjoint except for their ends, 
(c) for each i, if ei is the first edge of P, then & ‘(e,) is incident 
with 1(z). 
Now from (c), d-‘(e,)~ RI, and from (a), Pi meets A in a vertex 
different from z, for each i (because $(R,) - A = S, which is an open disc, 
and therefore cannot contain the terminal vertex of P,). Since 
A meets some cuff not containing z, from (b). Thus there is an I-arc A’ c A 
with ends in different cuffs. But 
contrary to (i). This proves (3). 
Let e be a long edge of J with d(d) me. Let the vertices of G in 
2 be v,, .,., v, say, in order on 2. Choose i such that d(d) = vi; 
then I*+ 1 <i<r-p since b(d) is in an edge of K. Since 1 V(G)n U(Q)1 < 
I V(G) n A I < ,D it follows that neither all of vr, . . . . vP+, nor all of urPP, . . . . v, 
belong to U(Q), but (2) gives 
vi= d(d) E u(Q) - (VW #W) c u(J) 
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and furthermore e E E(J). Therefore U(Q) c e and so, by (2) again, 
dc,)Ee. 
Now the net (d, K7) is minimal, and so if we replace the portion U(Q) of 
e between d(s) and d(t) by d(F) we do not obtain a “better” seam graph; 
that is, 
I V(G) n d(F*)l3 I V(G) n $(C,)l. 
But 
since 4 acts injectively on C,, and so 1 V(G) n &F*)I B / /i / . This completes 
the proof. 
5. THE MAIN RESULT-SECOND VERSION 
The preliminary form (4.6) of our main result needs refinement. The 
hypotheses that c 3 2 and that I V(G) n Cl 3 2 for each cuff C are 
unnatural, and were introduced for technical reasons-we shall show later 
how to remove them. But the principal defect of (4.6) is hypothesis (ii), 
which is too strong. In this section we replace it with a weaker condition. 
A subset X z C is planar if XC A for some closed disc A c C. Thus an 
O-arc is planar if and only if it is null-homotopic. Let us say that XL C is 
solid if X is closed and locally arc-connected (see Section 11). Thus, for 
example, if G is a proper graph in C, the closure of the union of some of 
the regions and some of the edges of G is solid. 
We shall assume the following fact (implied by (11.2) and (11.10)). 
(5.1) If Z is connected and X 5 C is solid and X # C, then X is planar if 
and o&y if every O-arc included in X is nutI-homotopic. 
We say that Xc C is near-planar if either X is planar, or X is planar in 
Z -t c’, for some cuff C. We say that X surrounds cuff C (in C) if X is planar 
in C + c but not in C. It follows easily from (5.1) that 
(5.2) If X c LT is solid and X is planar in C + e, where C is a cuff, then X 
surrounds C in C if and only if some O-arc included in X surrounds C. 
Let G be a proper graph in C. We define a(G) to be the minimum of 
/ X n V(G)1 , taken over all solid connected G-normal sets XC C which are 
not near-planar. (It is easy to see that the minimum exists provided that 
Z 26 C(0, 0, c) for c = 0, 1, or 2.) 
If G is proper in C, C is a cuff of C, and r > 0 is an integer, we define 
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dY(C) to be the union of all solid connected G-normal sets XL Z which 
surround C and for which 1 V(G) A XI d r. If there is no such X, &r (C) is 
defined to be a. 
(5.3) If C zk C(0, 0,2) and G is a proper graph in 2, and C, c’ are 
distinct cuffs and r, r’ 3 0 are integers with r + r’ < a(G) then 
s4, (C) n drr (C’) = @. 
Proof Suppose that x E JZ$ (C) n dr, (Cl). Choose Xz C with x E X 
such that X is solid, connected, and G-normal and such that X surrounds C 
and / V(G) A XI < r; and choose X’ similarly for C’, r’. It is easy to see that, 
because C 2 C(0, 0,2), Xv X’ is not near-planar; but Xu X’ is solid (by 
(11.6)), connected, and G-normal, and 
I V(G) n (Xu X’)l d r + r’ < a(G), 
a contradiction. Thus there is no such x, as required. 
If X is a topological space and X’s C is homeomorphic to X, we say 
that X’ is an X-arc. We define the ends of a [0, II-arc in the natural way. 
We need the following topological fact. 
(5.4) Let F, F,, be O-arcs in C, tithere F0 is null-homotopic. Let r > 0, and 
let v,, . . . . V,E F be distinct, and in order on F. Let the components of 
F- {vl, . . . . v,} be A,, . . . . A,, where {vipl, vi> ~2, (1 ,<i,<r). (Throughout, 
subscripts should be read module r.) Let P,, . . . . P, be [0, II-arcs, such that 
for 1 d i < r, vi is one end of Pi and the other end (ui say) is in F,. For 
l<i<r, let Bi=@ ifuipl=ui, andbe a component of F,-(u,-,,ui> if 
u~-~#u~. Suppose that Pi_,vP,uAiuBi isplanar (l<i<r). Then Fis 
null-homotopic. 
We also need the following variation on (5.1). 
(5.5) Let G be a proper graph in a connected surface C, and let Z be the 
closure of the union of some of the regions of G, with Z # 2. Then Z is 
planar if and only if every G-normal O-arc included in Z is null-homotopic. 
We postpone the proof until Section 11. 
Let G be a proper graph in .Z. If x, y E Z are distinct, we dletine d(x, y) to 
be min I U(G) n Xl, the minimum being taken over all [0, l]-arcs X with 
ends x, y. It is easy to see that d(x, y) exists if Z is connected; and that if x, 
y $ U(G) - V(G) the minimum is attained by a [0, II-arc X which is G-nor- 
mal. If x = y, we <define d(x, y) = 0 if x I$ U(G), and d(x, y) = 1 if x E U(G). If 
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x E C and A E C is non-empty, we define d(x, A) to be min d(x, y), taken 
over all y E A, and for any integer t 3 0 we define 
(5.6) Let C be a connected mYface such that C $ J’(0, 0, c)(c = 0, 1, 2), 
and let G be a proper graph in 2’. Let C be a cuff of C, and let F, be a 
G-normal O-arc surrounding C. Let t be an integer with 
I V(G)nF,I6t+x(G)-1. 
The?1 Y,(F,) is planar in 2 + c. 
ProoJ Let Z be the closure of Y,(F,). Then Z is clearly the closure of 
the union of some of the regions of G, and so it suffices, by (5.5), to show 
that every G-normal O-arc F& Z is null-homotopic in C + C. Let F be such 
an O-arc, and let the vertices of G on F be vi, . . . . v,, in order on F. For 
1< i < r, let Pi be a G-normal [O, 1 ]-arc with one end zli and the other 
end, u, say, in F,, and with 1 V(G) n PiI <t + 1. (This exists since 
d(ui, F,) < t + 1.) Let A,, . . . . A, and B,, . . . . B,. be as in (5.4); where if 
l4 ,- 1 # u,, choose Bi to be a component of F0 - (ui- ,, ui} with 
I V(G)nBiI <f 1 V(G)nF,I. 
Now for 1 d i < r, Ci = Ai u Bi u Pip i u Pi is solid (by (11.6)), connected, 
and G-normal; and 
and so Ci is near-planar. Suppose that C’ is a cuff surrounded by Ci. 
Then Ci c A&~,~)~+ Z(C’), and Ci c &*, + i(C), as is easily seen. But 
($t + 2) + (2t + 1) <E(G) and so C’= C, by (5.3). Thus Ci is near-planar, 
and surrounds no cuff except possibly C; and so Ci is planar in C + C. By 
(5.4) we deduce that F is null-homotopic in ,E + C, as required. 
If E E C(a, b, c) where 3a + 3b + c > 3, and F is a null-homotopic O-arc, 
then there is a unique closed disc A c z with boundary F. If x E A -F we 
say that x is inside F (in C). If F is an O-arc surrounding a cuff C and 
x E X, we say that x is inside F in C if it is inside F in z + C. If XC C, we 
say that X is inside F if every x E X is inside F. 
(5.7) Let C g c(a, b, c), where 3a + 36 + c 3 3, and let G be a proper 
graph in C. Let C be a cufA and let r > 0 be an integer with r < $x(G) - 1. 
Then &r (C) is planar in C + c. 
Prooj: Choose a G-normal O-arc F surrounding C with I V(G) n FJ < r, 
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such that as many vertices and edges of G as possible are inside F. (This is 
possible by (5.2) unless &r (C) = @ in which case the theorem is trivial.) 
Let A be the subset of C+ C homeomorphic to ,E’(O, 0, 1) with boundary F. 
Now A u Y,(F) is planar in Z + C, by (5.6) and so it suffices to prove 
that &r (C) c A u Y,(F). Suppose then that x E dr (C)-A. Choose XE C 
with x E X such that X is solid, connected, and G-normal, and X surrounds 
C, and 1 V(G) n XI <r. By (5.2), there exists an O-arc FE X which 
surrounds C, and 8” is clearly G-normal, because X is. Suppose that 
X n F = a. Then F is inside F’, because x $ A; and so from our choice of F, 
V(G) n F= @ and no vertex or edge of G lies in the portion of C between 
F and F’. But then it is easy to see (from (11.4)) that d(x, F) = d(x, F’) < r 
and so x E Y,(F). We may assume then that Xn F # @; but then clearly 
d(x, F) d r (again, from (11.4)), and again XE Y,(F). This completes the 
proof. 
We shall need the following, which is essentially Theorem (4.1) of [2]. 
(5.8) Let C be a cylinder and let C,, C, be the two ct.&s. Let G be a 
proper graph in .E. Let r, s > 0 be integers. Suppose that 
1 
and (‘) 
every G-normal O-arc F with 1 Fn V(G)1 < r is null-homotopic, 
(ii) every G-normal I-arc F with / Fn V(G)/ < s has both its ends in the 
same cuff 
Then there are mutually vertex-disjoint paths P,, . . . . P, of G, each between 
C, and C,, and mutually vertex-disjoint circuits B,, . . . . B, o,f G, none null- 
homotopic, such that for 1 < i < r and 1 6 j < s the intersection of Pi and B, is 
a path. 
Let G be a proper graph in .Z. We say that G is bounda.ry-linked if for 
every cuff C of Z and every G-normal O-arc F su.rrounding C, 
1 V(G) n FI 2 ) V(G) n Cl. We now turn to a revised form of our main 
result. 
(5.9) Let Zg,Z’C(a, b, c), where c>2 and (a, 6, c)# (0, 0, 2). Let k>O be 
an integer. Let G be a boundary-linked proper graph in Z with 
/ V(G) n bd(E)I < 2k and with E(G) > 9kv(C, k), such that for every cuff C, 
) V(G) A Cl 3 2. Let H be a forest in Z with V(G) n bd(C) = V(H) n bd(C). 
Then H is G-feasible. 
Proof: Let v = r(Z, k), and let C be a cuff. We define k(C) = 
I V(G) n C I. Then, since 2 has at least two cuffs, 2 + k(C) < 2k, and 
so 2 < k(C) d 2k - 2. In particular, k32. Now if C’fC is a cuff, 
then C’ c &&(C’), and so by (5.3), C’n JzZ~,+ ,(C) = @, since 
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2k + (2kv - 1) < r(G). Hence &&,, _ ,(C) n M(C) c C. But JS& ~ i(C) is 
planar in C + C, by (.5.7), and so there exists a closed disc d(C) s C + C, 
with s&&~(C)CA(C) and d(C)nbd(C)=C. Let A(C) be a G-normal 
O-arc surrounding C with j V(G) n A( d vk(C), chosen in addition so 
that as many vertices of G as possible are inside A(C). Let Z be the set of 
all points of .X inside A(C). Then A(C) c .J&,, _ r(C), since A (C) surrounds 
C, and so A(C) G A(C). In particular, Z c A(C). 
Let fl= iv + k(C) + 2, and let j be an integer with 1 d j < fi. Let W be 
(C - U(G)) u V(G), so that W is the union of V(G) with all the regions of 
G. Let YE Y,(A(C)) n W. Then either YE A(C), or there is a G-normal 
[O, II-arc F with one end y and the other in A(C), with 1 Y(G) n FI <j. In 
either case, there is a solid, connected, G-normal set XE C with y E X and 
A(C) cX, with 
since k(C) d 2k - 2. Hence X surrounds C, and so Xc &&VP r(C) E d(C). 
We deduce that 
Y,(A(C)) n WC A(C). 
But Y,(A(C)) is included in the closure of Y,(A(C))n W, and A(C) is 
closed, and so Y,(A(C)) s A(C). We define Z, to be the closure of 
Y,(A( C)) u Z. Then Z, E A(C), since A(C) is closed, and it is easy to see 
that Z, is the closure of the union of some of the regions of G, and 
Z, n bd(1) = C. Moreover, Z, has no “cut-vertices,” and hence there is a 
circuit C, of G with U(C,) c Z,, such that Z, - U(C,) is inside the O-arc 
U(C,). We observe that Ci, Cz, . . . . C, are mutually vertex-disjoint. 
Now there is no G-normal [0, II-arc F in C with one end in U(C,) and 
the other in U(C,) with / I’(G) n FI < 8, because such F must meet all of 
C,, C,, . . . . C,. Moreover, there is no G-normal O-arc F surrounding C 
with U(C,) -F inside F and F- U( C,) inside U(C,) and with 
( V(G) n FI < vk(C), 
because of our choice of A(C). Thus, we may apply (5.8) to the portion of 
C between C1 and C, to deduce that there are mutually vertex-disjoint 
paths P,, . . . . PVx-ccj of G, each with one end in V(C,), the other in V(Cp), 
and no other vertex in V(C,) u V(CP); and mutually vertex-disjoint circuits 
B,(C), . . . . BB(C) of G, with B,(C) = C,, B,JC) = C,, such that for 
1 < i <j < B, Bi(C) is inside B,(C); and the intersection of each Pi with each 
B,(C) is a path. 
We define N(C) = B,,,,, r(C). Now each of P,, . . . . PVx-cc, meets N(C) 
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in a path, and so we may choose mutually vertex-disjoint subpaths 
N,(C), . . . . Nktc)(C) of N(C), such that 
(i) I/(N,(C)) u ... u VNkcc,(C)) = VNC)), and 
(ii) for 1 d id k( C), exactly v of P,, . . . . P,,(,, intersect N(C) in a sub- 
path of N;(C). 
Suppose that Ic { 1, . . . . k(C)) and v’s V(G), with I II + / VI <k(C). Put 
x= vu (J (V(N,(C)): iE1). 
We claim that there is a path of G between C and N(C) avoiding X. Now 
/ v’ / < k(C), and so one of B,(C), . . . . BkcCJ( C) does not meet X; B,(C) say. 
But since G is boundary-linked, there exist k(C) mutually vertex-disjoint 
paths of G, each between C and B,(C) and disjoint from N(C) (by a planar 
form of Menger’s theorem, or by (5.8) with s=O applied to the portion of 
C between C and B,(C)). Since fewer than k(C) elements of X are not in 
N(C), it follows that there is a path of G between C and B,(C) which 
avoids X. Moreover, there exists Y E { 1, . . . . k(C)} - I, since / II < k(C). Then 
v of p,, ..., P”k(C) meet N(C) only in N,(C) and ) V’ I < k(C) < v; thus at 
least one of P,, . . . . PvkcCj avoids A’. It follows that there is a path of G 
between C and N(C) avoiding X, as claimed. 
Because of the above, we may deduce from Menger’s theorem, applied to 
the graph obtained from G by contracting N,(C) to a single vertex for each 
i with 1 < i< k( C), that there are k(C) mutually vertex-disjoint paths 
Q, > .‘., Qkcc, of 6, such that for each i, Qi has one end in C, the other in 
V(N,(C)), and all its other vertices and edges are inside U(N( C)). For each 
x E V(G) n C, let t(x) denote the vertex of N(C) such that one of 
Q Qwcj 1 > . . . . has ends x and t(x). 
Let H(C) be a G-normal O-arc surrounding C, with V(G) n H(C) = 
V(N(C)), such that the points of U(G) inside H(C) are the points of U(G) 
inside U(N(C)) together with the points in the edges of N(C). Then 
H(C)r Y,r(A(C))~&2,,_,(C), and 4kv-2<a(G) and so by (5.3) if C, C’ 
are distinct cuffs, H(C) n H( C’) = @ an neither is inside the other. d 
Let Z’ be the component which is not a cylinder of the surface obtained 
from C by cutting along H(C) for every cuff C. Loosely, we shall regard 2;’ 
as a subset of C. Now let us take the restriction of G to Z’, and for each 
cuff C of 2 and for all x E V(G) n C, let us move each vertex of N,(C) along 
bd(2Z”) in the appropriate direction until it becomes identified with t(x), 
where t(x) E V(N,(C)). (Edges incident with the vertices we are moving 
must also be moved in the natural way, to remain incident with the moving 
vertex.) Let the resulting graph be G’. Then G’ is a proper graph in Z’. 
Let 4 : C -+ C’ be a homeomorphism such that d(C) = H(C) for each cuff 
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C, and d(x) = t(x) (XE V(C) n C). Let H’ = d(H); then H’ is a forest in Z’, 
and if it is G’-feasible then H is G-feasible. To show that H’ is G’-feasible 
we shall show that conditions (i) and (ii) of (4.6) hold; and it is easy to see 
that they are respectively equivalent to the claims which follow. 
Claim (a). Fo; any G-normal [0, II-arc F in Z with FcZ’, and with 
both ends in bd(C’), if I V(G) n F( 6 v then both ends of F lie in H(C) for 
some cuff C 0f.E. 
Suppose that F satisfies these hypotheses, and yet its ends lie in H(C), 
H(C’), respectively, where C, C’ are different cuffs. Let A be the O-arc 
U(BB(C)). Now H( C’) does not meet A; for A E A&!~,,- I(C) and 
Hod,,,-,(C’), and by (5.3) these two sets are disjoint. H(C’) is not 
inside A, because it surrounds C’ and A does not. Thus no point of H(C’) 
is in or inside A. But H(C) is inside A, and so F meets A in some vertex u 
say. Since u E 2, and u $2, it follows that u E Y&A(C)) E Y,, ,(A(C)), and 
so there is a G-normal [0, II-arc F, with one end u and the other in A(C), 
and with 
IV(G)nF,I<fi+l=;v+k(C)+3. 
Choose similarly a G-normal [0, l]-arc Fb with one end in F and the other 
in A(C’) and with 
/ V(G)nFb/ <$v+k(C’)+3. 
Put X = A(C) u F, u Fu Fb u A( C’ ). Then X is solid, connected, G-nor- 
mal, not near-planar, and 
/ V(G)nX/ <vk(C)+($v+k(C)+3)+v+(~v+k(C’)-k3)+vk(C’) 
<2kv+2v+2k+669kv<cr(G), 
a contradiction. This proves claim (a). 
Claim (b). For any G-normal O-arc F in .Z with, F c C’, and with 
I{(C,i): CisacuffofC, 1di6k(C),andFmeetsNi(C)}I 
+IFn(V(G)-bd(C’))I<v 
either F is null-homotopic in C, or F surrounds some cuff C of 2 and F meets 
N,(C) for all i (1 d i 9 k(C)). 
Suppose F satisfies these hypotheses, and is not null-homotopic in C. Let 
L be the first term in the inequality above. We suppose first that L = 0, so 
that V(G) n Fn bd(C’) = 0 and / V(G) n FI < v. Since a(G) > 9kv > v, F is 
near-planar in C. Since it is not null-homotopic, it surrounds some cuff C 
say. But A(C) is inside N(C) and hence inside F, contrary to our choice of 
A(C). Hence L # 0, and so 
(1) IFn(V(G)-bd(C’))I<v. 
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Choose a cuff C so that Fn V(N(C)) # @. Now, with /J as before, 
v=2(P-k(C)-2) d an so F does not have 22 vertices in common with 
each of B wj+z(C), ..., B,- I(C); h ence F does not meet BP(C). But F 
surrounds C, and B,(C) is inside F, and so F meets every path of G 
between B,(C) and BP(C). Choose i with 1 < i < k( C). There are v mutually 
vertex-disjoint paths of G between B,(C) and BP(C), which meet N(C) only 
in NJ C); and so F must meet NJ C), by (1). Since this holds for each value 
of i (1 < id k(C)), claim (b) is true. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
6. ALLOWING SMALLER CUFFS 
In this section we remove the condition that / V(G) n C / ;> 2 for each cuff 
C, with the following version of our main result. 
(6.1) Let CrC(a,b,c), where ~32 and (a,b,c)#(O,0,2). Let k>O 
be an integer. Let G be a boundary-linked proper graph in 2 with 
/ V(G) n bd(C)I < 2k- 2c and with a(G) > 9kv(Z, k). Let H be a forest in C 
with V(G) n bd(C) = V(H) n bd(Z). Therl H is G-feasible. 
Proof. Let g be the number of cuffs C of C with ( V(G) n Cl d 1. We 
may replace the hypothesis 
1 V(G)nbd(C)I d2k-2c 
by the weaker hypothesis 
/ V(G)nbd(Z)l<2k-2g 
and the same conclusion will hold, as we now show. We proceed by induc- 
tion on g. If g = 0 the result is true by (5.9). We assume then that g > 0. Let 
C be a cuff with I V(G) n Cl d 1. Let us choose a G-normal O-arc A’ 
surrounding C with ) V(G) n A’ I < 1, such that as many vertices and edges 
of G as possible are included in the union of A’ with its inside. Then 
A’E&](C), and so by (5.3) A’ndl(C’)=@ for every cuff C’fC. 
Therefore there is a vertex of G not in A’ or its inside. The maximality 
condition in our choice of A’ now implies that / V(G) n A’ 1 = 1 and that 
if r is the region of G with A’ c i, there is a vertex of G incident with r, 
not in A’ or its inside. It follows that we may choose a G-normal 
O-arc A surrounding C, with A’ -A inside A, and with ) V(G) n A / = 2. 
Now A meets no cuff C’ # C; for if it did, A u C’ would be solid, connected, 
G-normal, and not near-planar, and yet 
I V(G) n (A u C’)l < 2k - 2g + 2 d 9kv(C, k) <u(G), 
582bi45/2-8 
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which is impossible. Thus we may cut C along A and obtain a new surface, 
with one component C’ which is homeomorphic to C. Loosely, we regard 
Z’ as a subset of Z. Let G’ be the restriction of G to C’. Then G’ is boun- 
dary-linked in C ‘, by choice of A’. Let V(G) n A = {u, , a, >, where if 
V(G) n C # Q5 there is a path of G between C and a, not using aI. (If 
V(G) n C # @ there is such a path, because G is boundary-linked.) 
By replacing H by a homotopic forest if necessary, we may assume that 
a,, a*~ P’(H), and U[H)n A = f  a,, a,>, and that if P’(G)nC=@ then 
U(H) c Z’, and if V(G) n C # @ then there is a path of H between a, and 
C not using u2. Let H’ be the restriction of H to C’; then H’ is a forest in 
C’. But P’(H) n bd(C’) = V(G’) n bd(C’), and 
j V(H’)nbd(C’)I d / V(H)nbd(C)I +2<2k-2g+2=2k-2g’, 
where g’ is the number of cuffs of C’ containing at most one vertex of G’. 
By our inductive hypothesis H’ is G/-feasible, and so H is G-feasible as 
required. 
7. ADDING NEW CUFFS 
In this section we eliminate the condition c > 2. The natural way to do so 
is to add another cuff, if our surface has only one, by making a small cut in 
the surface in as unobtrusive a way as possible. We need to know that such 
a cut can be made without reducing cc(G) too much, and that is the main 
topic of this section. 
Let C z C(a, b, c), where 30 + 3b + c 3 3, and let G be a proper graph in 
Z. Let C be a cuff of .Z. If r is an integer with 1 <r < $X(G) - 1, then by 
(5.7) d,(C) is planar in C + C. Moreover, if ,oZ,(C) # @ there is an O-arc 
A,(c)~bd(C)u U(G) which surrounds C, such that FI,(C)~&~+,(C) and 
dr(C) is inside A,(C) (for the closure of -g,(C) has no “cut-vertices” of the 
relevant type, as is easily seen). Let d,(C) be the set of all points of C inside 
A,.(C). We define A, to be the union of A,(C) taken over all cuffs C with 
4(C) z 0. 
If e is an edge of G, let G\e be the graph obtained from G by deleting e. 
Let X:, be the surface obtained from C by cutting along 2. Let 4, be the 
associated surjection. Then $;‘(G\e) is a proper graph in C,; and 
provided .? n bd Z = @ and e is not a loop, we have C, z E(a, b, c + 1). 
(7.1) Suppose that C, G are as above, and 2 < r < $x(G), and that e is an 
edge of G, not a loop, with e ?L A,- I and with .?n bd(C) = 0. Then 
~~(d:l(G\e)) 2 r. 
Prooj: Let G’=ti,‘(G\e). Suppose that XCC, is solid, connected, G’- 
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normal, and not near-planar in C,‘. We must show that j V(G’) n X/ > r. 
We may assume that Xn bd(C,) F& V(G’) as is easily seen. But then 4, is 
l-l on X, and 4c(X) is solid, connected, and G-normal in 2. If 4,(X) is not 
near-planar in C, then 
IXn V/(G’)I = ld,(X)n V(G)1 3a(G)3$arr, 
as required. We assume then that d,(X) is near-planar in 1:. If it is planar 
in C then it is near-planar in C,, a contradiction; thus it surrounds 
some cuff C of C. Hence b,(X) E d,.(C), where r’= 1 V(G)nd,(X)I = 
I V(G’) n XI. Now X is not planar in Z, + C’, and so e c d,(C). But 
e S% A,- r, and so r’ 3 r, and 1 V(G’) n Xl > Y, as required. 
(7.2) Let C z C(a, b, c), where 3a + 36 + c 3 3, and let G be a boundary- 
linked proper graph in C. Let e be an edge of G which is not a loop, such that 
en bd(C) = a, and there is no null-homotopic G-normal O-arc A with 
/ V(G) n Al < 1 and with e inside A. Then d,‘(G\e) is boundary-linked 
in Z,. 
Proof: Put G’= #;‘(G\e). Let F be a G/-normal O-arc of C, which 
surrounds some cuff C of C,. We must show that I V(G’) n FI 2 
I V(G’) n C I. We may clearly assume that Fn bd(C’) E V(G’). If C = 4; ‘(2) 
then d,(F) is a G-normal null-homotopic O-arc of C, and e is inside it, and 
so by hypothesis, I V(G) n d,(F)1 3 2. But 
I V(G’) n FI = I V(G) n d,W)l 
and 1 V(G’) n Cl = 2 and the result is true. We assume then that d,(C) is a 
cuff of C. But then 4,(F) is a G-normal O-arc of C surrounding d,(C), and 
so 
I V(G) n 4AF)I 2 I V(G) n d,(C)1 
and again the result is true. 
(7.3) Let Z z C(a, b, c) where 3a + 3b + c > 3. Let G be a proper graph 
in C, and let r be an integer with j V(G) n C I d r - 1 for every cuff C of C, 
and with 2 < r < $cc(G). Then there is an edge e of G which is not a loop, such 
that e SZ A,+ 1 and .Z n bd(C) = a, and such that there is no G-normal null- 
homotopic O-arc F with I V(G) n Pi < 1 and with e inside F. 
Proof We proceed by induction on 1 E(G)1 If there is a G-normal null- 
homotopic O-arc F with I V(G) n FI d 1 and with some edge inside it, let 
G’ be the graph obtained from G by deleting all vertices and edges inside F. 
It is easy to see that &(G’) =x(G), and that if the result is true for G’ then it 
is true for G. But it is true for G’ by our inductive hypothesis. 
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We assume then that there is no such O-arc F, From this and the fact 
that x(G) > 9 it follows that for every loop e of G, e surrounds some cuff. 
Since a(G) #O it follows that G has an edge which is not a loop, e, say. If 
e, @ A,-, then e., satisfies the theorem, and we assume that e, c A,_ I. Let 
Cbeacuff with&I(C)#@ande,cA,-,(C). Let A,-,(C) bedefined as 
at the start of this section. If A I- I(C)~bd(C) then A,-,(C) is a cuff 
C’ # C, since e, c A,- I(C), and so Z z C(0, 0,2), a contradiction. Thus 
A,_,(C) & M(C), and hence there is an edge e of G with ec.4-,(C). We 
claim that e @ A,+,. For certainly e g d,_,(C); we suppose e&d,-,(C’) 
for some cuff C’#C. Then A,p,(C)nA,_,(C’)#(21, but A,-,(C) @ 
A,+ 1(C’), since A,- 1 (C) is not null-homotopic in C + (?I. Hence A,- ,(C) n 
A,-,(C’)#@. But A,-,(C)EJ$(C), and A,-,(C’)c&?(C’), and so 
J$( C) n ,Oe,(C’) # 0, contrary to (5.3). This proves our claim that 
e & A,-,. We suppose e is a loop, so that A,_,(C) = E But then both 
regions incident with e are subsets of dl(C), and so d,(C) is not inside 
A,-,(C), a contradiction, since Y >, 2. Thus e is not a loop. Finally, we 
claim that ? n M(Z) = 0. For suppose v E V(G) is an end of e, and v E C’ 
for some cuff C’. Since 1 V(G) n C’ 1 < r - 1 it follows that J&,_ 1( C’) includes 
every region of G incident with v, and so e,z A, ~ ,(C’) c A,- 1, a contradic- 
tion. Thus en M(Z) = 0, and so e satisfies the theorem. 
Putting these results together, we obtain 
(7.4) Let C z C(a, 6, c), where 3a + 36 + c > 3, and let G be a boundary- 
linked proper graph in Z with a(G) > zr, where r 3 2 is an integer, and 
j V(G) n C 1 d r - 1 for every cuff C. Then there is an edge e of G which is 
not a loop, with .? n bd(C ) = 0, such that q5; ’ (G\e) is boundary-linked in C, 
and 
As a first application of (7.4), we deduce the following final form of our 
main result. (A second application appears in Section 9.) 
(7.5) Let ZZ E(a, b, c), where 3a + 3b + c 3 3. Let k > 0 be an integer, 
and let v = v(C(a, b, c + 1 ), k). Let G be a boundary-linked proper graph in .E 
with a(G) 3 42kv and with 1 V(G) n bd(C)I < 2k - 2c - 2. Let H be a forest 
in C with V(G) n bd(C ) = V(H) n bd(C). Then H is G-feasible. 
ProoJ If c 2 2 this follows from (6.1), since v(C, k) 6 v. If V(H) n 
M(Z) = 0 the theorem is trivial. We assume then that V(H) n bd(Z) # @ 
and c < 1. It follows that c = 1 and k > 3. Let r = L28kv/3_1. Then 
cc(G) 3 9r/2, and we may apply (7.4). Let e be an edge of G satisfying the 
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conclusions of (7.4) with ends a, b. Then m(d;‘(G\e)) 3 Y > 9kv. We may 
assume that U(H) n F = @. Let a = $E(a’), b = d&b’), and define 
H’=(U(q%,‘(H))u (a’, b’}, V(&‘(H))u {a’, b’}). 
By (6.1), H’ is d;‘(G\ )-f e easible, and so H is G-feasible, as required. 
8. SCHISMS 
We wish to develop a more concrete definition of x(G), for use in 
applications. Let X,, X2, X, be the topological spaces of the graphs 
Gr , G2, G3 defined as follows. G, has exactly two vertices (u, u say) and 
three edges, one a loop on u, one a loop on u, and the other joining U, u; Gz 
has exactly one vertex and two edges; and G3 has two vertices and three 
edges, mutually parallel. 
We say that Xc Z is schismatic if X is either an O-arc or an Xi-arc for 
some i, and X is not near-planar, and every proper subset of X which is an 
O-arc is near-planar. It is easy to see that if X is schismatic and Xr X, or 
X1 then the two O-arcs included in X surround distinct cuffs; while if 
Xr X,, then CrZ(0, 0, 3) and all three O-arcs surround distinct cuffs. 
It is easy to verify, using (5.1) and (5.2), that if XC C is solid and con- 
nected, then X is near-planar if and only if no subset of X is schismatic. 
Thus z(G) equals the minimum of 1 V(G) nXI, taken over all G-normal 
schismatic sets X, and this provides us with an alternative definition of 
a(G). 
In applications of our main theorem we might attempt to deal with cases 
where a(G) is too small by cutting the surface along the offending 
schismatic set. However, this does not work nicely; for instance, doing so 
may fail to produce a surface because the number of components produced 
may be infinite, and there are other inelegancies as well. It is more 
convenient to cut along a “schism,” a minimal set cutting along which 
simplifies the surface. 
Let X, be the topological space of the graph G, consisting of two vertices 
and two edges, with exactly one loop. The end of an X,-arc is defined to 
be the point representing the monovalent vertex of G,. By a schism in a 
surface C g Z(a, b, c) where 3a + 36 + c > 3 we mean a subset of Z which is 
one of the following: 
(i) An O-arc F which is not near-planar, with IFn bd(C)I 6 1, 
(ii) a proper T-arc with its ends in distinct cuffs, 
(iii) a proper f-arc F with its ends in the same cuff C, such that Fu C 
is not near-planar, 
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(iv) an X,-arc or X,-arc such that both its O-arcs surround distinct 
cuffs of Z, and which contains no point of M(C), 
(v) an X,-arc such that all three of its O-arcs surround distinct cuffs, 
and which contains no point of M(E), 
(vi) an X,-arc with its end in one cuff and its O-arc surrounding 
another cuff, containing only one point of M(C). 
If G is a proper graph in C, let us define w(G) to be the minimum of 
/ V(G) n XI taken over all G-normal schisms X in C. Then 
a(G)- 1 V(G)nbd(C)I <w(G)<a(G) 
because if X is a schism then Xv M(C) includes a schismatic set, and any 
schismatic set includes a schism. Thus, for example, we can replace the 
condition a(G) 3 42kv in (7.5) by the condition w(G) 2 42kv. This form of 
(7.5) is often more convenient for use in applications. 
9. MINORS 
We turn now to applications. The first is to the theory of graph minors. 
A digraph (G, G+, G-) in a surface .?I consists of a graph G in Z and two 
functions G’, G- : E(G) + V(G) such that for every edge e of G, (G’(e), 
GP (e)) = t? - e. The digraph is proper if G is proper. Let (G, G+, G- ): 
(H, H+, H-) be proper digraphs in C. We say that (H, H+, H-) is a boun- 
dary-rooted minor of (G, G+, G-) if V(H) n bd(Z) = V(G) n bd(C) and if 
for each vertex u of H there is a non-null connected subgraph d(v) of G, 
and for each edge e of H there is an edge d(e) of G, such that 
(i) for distinct u, v’ E V(H), d(u) and qS(v’) are vertex-disjoint, 
(ii) for distinct e, e’EE(H), d(e) and d(e’) are distinct, 
(iii) for VE V(H) and eEE(H), 4(e) is not an edge of d(v), 
(iv) for eEE(H), G’(#(e)) is a vertex of &H+(e)), and G-($(e)) is 
a vertex of &H-(e)), and 
(v) for v E V(H) n bd(C), v is a vertex of 4(u). 
(9.1) Let CEZ(a, 6,~) where 3a+3b+c>3. Let (H, H+, H-) be a 
proper digraph in C. Let g be the number of isolated vertices of H which are 
not in bd(C). Let k be an integer with 
2k34 IE(H)I +4g+ / V(H)nbd(C)I +2c+2 
and let cO be an integer with c,,a c+ / E(H)1 +g+ 1. Let (G, G’, Cm) be a 
proper digraph in 2 such that 
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(i) I’(G) n M(C) = V(H) n bd(C), 
(ii) G is boundary-linked, and 
(iii) E(G) ~42k5(gi’E(H)i)v(C(a, b, c,), k). 
Then (H, H+, H-) is a boundary-rooted minor of (G, Gf, (7). 
Proof If g # 0, let us add a (directed) loop to an isolated vertex of H 
not in bd(C). If the theorem is true for this new digraph it is true for (H, 
H+, H-); and the new digraph satisfies all the hypotheses of the theorem 
(leaving k and c unchanged). Thus, by repeating this procedure we may 
eliminate all such isolated vertices of H. 
We assume then that g= 0. Let E(H) = (fl, . . ..fi}. By r = 1 E(H)1 
applications of (7.4), we can tind distinct edges e,, . . . . e, of G which are not 
loops such that, for i = 1, . . . . r, 
(i) ei has no end in bd(Ci-,), 
(ii) Q;l(Gi) is boundary-linked in Xi, and 
(iii) a(B,1(Gj)j342k5r~~iv(C(u, b, c,), k), 
where Ci is the surface obtained from C by cutting along 2,, . . . . Fi and tij is 
the associated surjection and Gj is the graph obtained from G by deleting 
el, . . . . ej (i=O, 1, . ..) r). It follows from (i) that no two of e,, . . . . e, have a 
common end. 
Let @: C -+ C be a homeomorphism of 2 which fixes every point of 
bd(C) and maps the middle third off, onto the whole of ej (1 d i < r). By 
replacing (H, H+, HP) by its image under $, we may assume that Z,cfi 
and the directions of ei and f, coincide (16 i < r). Let H’ = (U(H) - Y, 
V(H) u 2) where Y= e, u . . u e, and 2 is the set of all ends of e,, . . . . e,. 
Then H’ is a forest in C, and its components are in a natural correspon- 
dence with V(H). Hence 8;‘(S) is a forest in ,Zr. Moreover, 
and 
V(O;‘(G,)) n bd(C,) = V(O,‘(H’)) n bd(C,), 
I V(O;‘(H’)) n bd(C,)l = 2 /E(H)] + / V(H) n bd(X)l 
<2k-2 IE(H)I -2c-2=2k-2c’-2, 
where c’ is the number of cuffs of C,. By (7.5), 8;l(H’) is Q;i(G,)-feasible. 
But that implies the conclusion of the theorem, as required. 
If bd(X) = @ and (H, H+, H-), (G, G+, G-) are digraphs in Z, and the 
first is a boundary-rooted minor of the second, we say that it is a minor of 
the second. We have immediately from (9.1) the following, a form of which 
was stated without proof in [3]. 
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(9.2) Let Cz Z(a, b, 0) where a + b > 1, and iet (H, H+, H-) be a 
digraph in C. Then there is a number N such that (H, H+, H-) is a minor of 
every digraph (G, G +, G- ) in .Z with a(G) > N. 
In a future paper we shall need a form of (9.1) which applies when C is a 
sphere, disc, or cylinder, and we now develop such a form. If G is a proper 
graph in a surface C, and X, Y 6 C are disjoint, we detine k( X, Y) to be the 
maximum value of k such that there are paths P,, .,., P, of G, mutually 
disjoint, and each with initial vertex in X and terminal vertex in Y. We 
begin with the cylinder case. 
(9.3) Let C be a cylinder with cuffs C, and C,. Let (H, H+, H-) be a 
proper digruph in C. Let t = / V(H)\ + (E(H)\, and let r =84(t+2) 5’v x 
(X(0,0, t f 4), 2t + 4). Let (G, Gf, G-) be a proper digraph in C such that 
V(G) n bd(Z ) = V(H) n bd(Z ). Suppose that there are disjoint G-normal 
O-arcs F,, F, with the following properties: 
(i) F,, Fz are not null-homotopic, and C,, F,, F,, C, occur on C in 
that order (in the natural sense); 
(ii) 1 V(G) n Fi 3 2r for every G-normal [0, l]-arc F with Fn F, # 
IZIZFnF,, 
(iii) k(F,, F2) > r, and 
(iv) k(F,, Ci) > / V(G) n Gil (i= 1, 2). 
Then (H, H+, HP) is a boundary-rooted minor of (G, G+, Gp). 
Proof: Choose a G-normal [O, 1 ]-arc I with In F, # B #In F, and 
with 1 V(G) n II minimum. Choose z E I- U(G) such that the two com- 
ponents of I- (z} both contain at least r vertices., Let I,, I1 be the two 
components of I- (zj, numbered so that I, meets Fjpj (j= 1,2). It follows 
from the choice of I that 1 V(G) n R 1 2 r for every G-normal [0, II-arc R 
which for some j(j= 1 or 2) meets both Fj and I,. For any two disjoint 
non-null-homotopic O-arcs A 1, A2 E 2, let C(A,, A*) denote the closure of 
the portion of C between A r and A,. Let A be a closed disc with z E A E ,X 
such that A n (U(G) u bd(C)) = @. Let C, be bd(A), and let C’ be the sur- 
face obtained from Z by removing the interior of A. Then C’ rC(0, 0, 3), 
and (G, G+, G-) is a proper digraph in C’. Moreover, by replacing 
(H, H+, H- ) by an isomorphic copy (under an isomorphism which fixes 
all elements of V(H) n bd(C)) we may arrange that U(H) n A = @, so that 
(H, H+, H- ) is also a proper digraph in C’. 
Claim 1. G is boundary-linked in C’. 
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For suppose that FE C’ is a G-normal O-arc surrounding some cuff Ci, 
where i= 1,2, or 3, and that 
I V(G) n FI < / V(G) n Gil. 
Now V(G) n C, = 0, and so i # 3, and without loss of generality we may 
asssume i = 1. We have 
k(F,, C,)3 I VG)nC,/ 
by hypothesis, and so F & Z(F, , C,). But F !zE E(F,, C,) since F surrounds 
C,, and A c C(F,, F2); thus Fn F, # @. Moreover, Fn (F, v I,) # fzI, 
since F surrounds C1 ; and so there is a G-normal [0, I]-arc F c F with 
Now 
=jV(H)nbd(C)Idt<r. 
But if F’ n F2 # @ then 1 V(G) n F’ 13 Y by hypothesis; and if F’ n I, # $3 
then I V(G) n F’ I > r by our earlier observation. In either case we obtain a 
contradiction. It follows that such F does not exist, and so claim 1 is true. 
Claim 2. As a drawing in C’, G satisfies a(G) 3 r. 
For let Xs C’ be G-normal and schismatic. Since L” E X(0, 0, 3), X is 
not an O-arc. It follows that there are two O-arcs A,, AZ c X surrounding 
distinct cuffs of 2’. We assume without loss of generality that A, surrounds 
C,. Now A, surrounds either Cz or C,, and in either case 
But A, @ C(F,, C1) since A, surrounds C,, and so Xn (F, J 12) # @. We 
must show that I V(G) n XI > r. If Xn Fz # @ then X includes an Z-arc 
which intersects both Fz and F, u I,, and so ) V(G) n XI 3 r as claimed. If 
Xn F, = @ then Xc C(F,, Cz). But A, surrounds C, and so A, n I, # 0. 
If A, n F, # @ then A, includes an i-arc which intersects both F, and I,, 
and so I V(G) n X/ 3 r by our earlier observation. Finally, if A, n F, = @ 
then A, sC(F1, F,) and so / V(G) n A, I > r by hypothesis (iii). Thus in 
every case I V(G) n XI 3 r. This proves Claim 2. 
Because of Claims 1 and 2, we can apply (9.1) with .C, a, b, c, co, k 
replaced by L’, 0, 0, 3, t + 4, 2t + 4, respectively; and we deduce that 
(H, H+, H-) is a boundary-rooted minor of (G, G+, G-) in A”, and 
therefore also in 2, as required. 
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There remain the disc and the sphere. They are both easily dealt with 
using (9.3 ). 
(9.4) Let C be a closed disc with cuff C and let (H, H+, H- ) be a proper 
digraph in C. Let r be defined as in (9.3). Let (G, G+, G-) be a proper 
digraph in C, such that V(G) n bd(C) = V(H) n bd(C). Suppose that there 
are disjoint G-normal O-arcs F, , F2 of C, with F, inside F,, such that 
(i) / V(G) n 8’ >, 2rfor every G-normal [O, II-arc F with Fn F, # 
IZIZFnF,, 
(ii) k(F,, F2) > r, and 
(iii) k(F,, C) 3 1 V(G) n Cl. 
Then (H, H+, HP ) is a boundary-rooted minor of (G, G+, G - ). 
Proof Choose a closed disc A E C with A inside F, and A n U(G) = @. 
The result follows by applying (9.3) to the surface obtained from C by 
removing the interior of A, and to an isomorphic copy of (H, H+, H-) in 
this surface. 
(9.5) Let C be a sphere, and let (H, H ‘, HP ) be a proper digraph in C. 
Let r be defined as in (9.3). Let (G, G +, G -) be a proper digraph in Z’. Sup- 
pose that there are disjoint G-normal O-arcs F,, F? of C satisfying (i) and 
(ii) of (9.4). Then (H, H+, H-) . ts a b oun d ary-rooted minor of (G, G+, G-). 
Proof Choose a closed disc A c 2 with A n F, = @ and A n U(G) = @, 
such that A and F, lie in different components of C-F,. The result follows 
by applying (9.4) to the surface obtained from .Z by removing the interior 
of A, and to an isomorphic copy of (H, H+, H-) in this surface. 
As a consequence of (9.5) we have the following, an undirected form of 
which was stated without proof in [3]. 
(9.6) Let (G, G+, G), (H, Hf, H-) be directed graphs in a sphere 2’, 
where G is isomorphic to an N x N-grid. If N is sufficiently large (bounded 
below by a function of H) then (H, H+, H-) is a minor of (G, G+, G-). 
[The N x N-grid is the adjacency graph of the squares of a chessboard with 
N” squares.] 
10. AN ALGORITHM 
In this section we describe how our main result (7.5) can be used to give 
an algorithm to test if a given forest H is G-feasible, where G is a graph in a 
surface C. For fixed C and fixed H, the running time of the algorithm is 
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bounded by a polynomial in the size of G. (However, it is not a practical 
algorithm-its existence is of interest mainly from the point of view of the 
theory of NP-completeness.) 
The essential idea is that we test if our Theorem (7.5) can be applied. If 
so, the forest is G-feasible. If not, then either 
(i) C is disconnected; we can consider its components separately, or 
(ii) Cr X(0, 0, c) where c < 2; for these cases an algorithm was 
given in [3], or 
(iii) G is not boundary-linked; in which case we can cut Z along the 
relevant O-arc which is too short, and reduce to several problems on a 
surface homeomorphic to 2, but with / V(G) n bd(.Z)I reduced by at least 
one, or 
(iv) o(G) as defined in Section 8 is too small; in which case we can 
cut Z along the offending schism, and reduce to several problems on a 
surface simpler than C. 
In cases (iii) and (iv), the number of problems to which we reduce is a 
function of C and j V(H) n bd(C)I alone, and does not depend on the size 
of G; and each of these problems is solvable in polynomial time in the size 
of G by (say) induction on 3a + 2b + c, and for fixed 3a + 2b + c by induc- 
tion on 1 V(H) n bd(C)I (where Z 2 C(a, b, c)). We need to check 
(a) that before the above procedure we may arrange .Z, H, G so that 
G is proper in C and 
V(G) n bd(C) = V(H) n bd(C), 
and that this property is preserved under the reductions; 
(b) that in case (iv), when we cut along a schism, the quantity 
“3a + 2b + c” is smaller, for each component of the new surface, than it was 
for 2, 
(c) that in case (iii), the reduction does indeed decrease the quantity 
I V(H) n bd(C)I by at least one, for each component of the new surface, 
and 
(d) that in cases (iii) and (iv), the solution of the original problem is 
equivalent to the solution of a bounded number of problems on the new 
surface. 
Let us turn then to the reductions used in (iii) and (iv). We treat them 
together. Let XEC be either a schism or an O-arc surrounding some cuff, 
and let X be G-normal; and in addition let 
X-n bd(Z) z V(G). 
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(In cases (iii) and (iv) we can always choose X to have this additional 
property.) Let C’ be the surface obtained by cutting along X. Let 
4 : 2’ + 1 be the associated surjection, and let G’ = d-‘(G) be defined as 
usual. 
Let H’ be a forest in C’ with V(H’) n bd(C’) = V(G’) nbd(C’). Then 
#(H’) may or may not be a forest in Z; but up to homoplasty in Z’ there 
are only finitely many (bounded by a function of C and H) forests H’ such 
that &H’) is a forest in C homoplastic to H. (This is easily seen, via (3.4).) 
Moreover, H is G-feasible if and only if some such H’ is G’-feasible. (Again, 
this is easily seen.) Thus our original problem is reduced to solving “is 
H’G’-feasible?” for all these finitely many possibilities for I?. 
From these comments (a)-(d) may be verified. Finally, we must check 
that we can decide which of cases (i)-(iv) hold in polynomial time; but that 
is straightforward, and we omit the details. 
A more natural problem than the one we have just solved is: let H be a 
forest in a surface C. Given a graph ‘G in C, is there a subgraph of G which 
is a forest homotopic to H? In [4] we solved this when C is a sphere, disc, 
or cylinder, but we do not know how to solve it in general-indeed, solving 
it is open’ even where H has just one edge and Z r C(0, 0, c) for general c. 
Since we have solved the homoplas<y problem, it follows that, as we 
claimed in the introduction, for any surface C and any integer k, there is a 
polynomially bounded algorithm which, given as input a graph G in C and 
vertices si , t, , . . . . sli, tk of G, decides if there exist k vertex-disjoint paths of 
G, linking s, and ti (1 < i < k), respectively. For we may cut small new cuffs 
in C, each meeting U(G) only in one vertex of G, so that si, t,, . . . . sk, t, 
each lie on one of the cuffs; we may extend the surface slightly, so that G is 
proper, and no vertex of G except si, t,, . . . . sk, t, lies in the boundary of the 
surface; and then we test for the G-feasibility of all the (finitely many, up to 
homoplasty) matchings in which si is adjacent to ti (1 < id k). 
In [4, 61 a discussion is given of the complexity of the disjoint paths 
problem in general. In [6] we shall implicitly use (7.5) to give an algorithm 
to decide, given a graph G = (I’, E) (not required to be embedded in a sur- 
face) and vertices si, t,, . . . . sk, tk E I’(G), whether there are k vertex-disjoint 
paths linking si and ti (1 d id k). This has running time O( / VI2 . / El ) for 
fixed k, which is much more efficient than the algorithm we have just 
described. 
11. APPENDIX 
We have assumed a number of results from point-set topology, and for 
’ Note added in proof: This problem has recently been solved by A. Schrijver, in “Disjoint 
circuits of prescribed homotopies in a graph on a surface,” manuscript (1987). 
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most of them we have not been able to locate suitable references. We 
therefore sketch their proofs here. If 4: A -+ B is a function and XG A, d(X) 
denotes {4(x): XE X>. We abbreviate $(A) by 14 1. We require the 
following. 
(11.1) If C is a surface and 4: [0, 11 4 2‘ is continuous with d(O) # q5( l), 
there is a [0, 1 ]-arc included in / q5 / with ends d(O), $( 1). 
For a proof, see, for example, [7, (4.2.5)]. 
If C is a surface and Z c C, we say that Z is flat if every continuous 
4: S’ + 2 is null-homotopic in C. We apply (11.1) to deduce 
(11.2) rf C is a surface, and 4: 5” + z is continuous and non-null- 
homotopic, there is a non-null-homotopic O-arc included in I& 1. 
Proof Let A,(i E I) be an open cover of J? such that for i, i’ E I, Ai u Ai 
is flat. If $ : S’ + C is continuous and non-null-homotopic, and I $ / E 14 / , 
we may choose, by compactness, a finite subset Kti E S’ such that for every 
component X of S’ - K, there exists i E I with $(x) c Ai. Let us choose $ 
and K, with I K, I minimum. Let x be the set of components of 5” -K,. 
We see that 
(1) ( K, j 3 3; for by hypothesis, the union of any two A;s is flat, and 
(2) if X,X’EX and XnX’=(Zi then $(X)nsl/(X’)=@. 
Moreover, by (11.1) we may choose $ such that the restriction to x is an 
injection, for each XE x, since each Aj is flat. Take an orientation ,Q of S’, 
and let XE x. Let x’ be the next member of x (under fin). L,et x E 2 be the 
first member of X (under SL) such that $(x) = $(x’) for some x’ E F. Now 
the restriction of $ to the portion of m between x and x’ is null- 
homotopic, by our choice of the A’s, and so this portion of $ may be 
“removed”; that is, we may choose $ such that X=X’. If we repeat this 
process for ali XE x we lind that the resultant j $1 is an O-arc, as required. 
A subset Z c X is connected if there do not exist non-empty A i, A, c Z 
with A, u A, = Z and with 2, n 2, n Z = 0. We say Z c 2 is arc-connec- 
ted if for every pair a, b E Z with a # b there is a [0, 1 ]-arc included in Z 
with ends a, b. 
(11.3) Let C be a connected surface, let A c C be a closed disc, and let 
YE C be such that Y n bd(A) is arc-connected. Then any continuous map 
4:S’-Yu(A-bd(A)) is homotopic to a map rc/:S’-+Y with 
/ $ I c / q5 I u bd( A). In particular, if Y is j?at then so is Y u (A - bd(A)). 
582b/45/2-9 
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ProoJ The second statement follows from the first. To prove the first, 
we may assume that C is a topological subspace of R”, and that 
A = ((x, y, 0, . . . . 0) : x2 +J” < l}. 
For distinct x, y E bd(A), let I;(x, y) c bd(A) be an I-arc with ends x, y 
which is included in a semicircle. We define F(x, x) = {x} for x E bd(A). We 
observe 
(1) For x, y~bd(A) and u, u~F(x,y), jlu-~l/ 6 llx-yll. 
(11 II denotes Euclidean distance.) 
(2) There exists Ed >O such that for all x, x’ E S’, f 4(x), 
4(x’) E bd(A) and /I 4(x) - d(x’)li < .sO then F(d(x), 4(x’)) E Y. 
For if bd(A) c Y this is trivial. If not, then since 14 1 is closed, there is an 
open interval Ic bd(A) with Is& Y and In / q4 / = @. Let u, u be the ends of 
I; we may assume that r= F(u, u). Let a0 = II U-U 11. Now suppose that x, 
X’ E S’, with 4(x), 4(x’) E bd(A) and II 4(x) -Q(x’)l\ <E,,. We must show 
that F(#(x), 4(x’)) E: Y. We may assume that q+(x) i&x’) since otherwise 
the result holds. Let F,, F2 be the two Z-arcs in bd(A) with ends 4(x), 4(x’). 
Since Y n bd( A) is arc-connected we may assume that F, E Y n bd( A). Thus 
I d F,, and so IC F2, since d(x), 4(x’) $ I. Since /) u - v/I > I/ d(x) - #(x’)il 
it follows from (1) that F(&x), 4(x’)) does not contain both u and u, and 
so F, #F(&x), Q(z’)). Hence F, = F(c$(x), 4(x’)) and the claim follows 
since F, G Y. 
Let Z= {z E S’ : 4(z) E A - bd(A)}. We may assume that Zf S’ since 
otherwise the theorem holds, and so each component of Z is an open inter- 
val, since Z is open. Let B be the set of all these intervals. For XE 3 with 
ends z, z’, we may choose (by (2)) a continuous function 
tjX: X+ Ynbd(A) such that 
6) $&I = b(z), @AZ’) = d(z’), and 
(ii) if II d(z) -&‘)ll <co then I Gxl c F($(z), W)). 
For XEE, we define diam (X) = max( I/ x -x’ /I : X, x’ E x). 
(3) For ail E > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that for all XE Z, if 
diam(X) < 6 then I/ 4(x) - $x(x)l/ < E for all x E X. 
For given E > 0, since q5 is uniformly continuous there exists 6 > 0 such 
that for z, z’ E S1, if Ij z - z’ II < 6 then II 4(z) - #(z’)lj < min(&, so). Let XE z 
have diam(X) d 6, and let XE X. Let X have ends z, z’. Then 
II 4(z) - q5(z’)ll < min($s, Ed), since jl z -z’ II < diam(X); and so from (ii) 
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above, / $X\ ~E;(d(z), $(z’)). In particular, $X(x) E F(d(z), #(z’)), and 
by (1) 
II d(z) - tixb)ll 6 II 4(z) - W)li G $. 
Moreover, (/ d(x) - d(z)11 6 +E since /I x-z /I d diam(X) d 6. Hence 
II d(x) - $x(x)ll d II d(x) - &)ll + II d(z) - $,&II G 8 
as required. 
We define $: S’ --f Y u bd(d) by $(z) = d(z) if z $ Z and $(z) = $X(z) if 
7~ XE E. We shall show that I+!J satisfies the theorem. Now 2 is at most A 
countable; let E= {X,, X2, . ..}. Define $i: S’+ Yubd(C) for i= 1,2, . . . . 
by 
@i(Z) = d(z) (z E s’ - x, u ‘. u Xi) 
=$x,(z) (z E Xj for some j with 1 <j < i). 
Clearly $r, I/~, . . . . are all continuous. Since for ail 6 > Cl there are only 
finitely many members XE.? for which diam(X) > 6, it follows from (3) 
that the sequence $i, 11/*, . . . . converges uniformly to $, and hence that $ is 
continuous. 
It remains to show that 4 is homotopic to $. The required homotopy is 
given by 
Q(x, t) = t+(x) + (1 - t) 4(x) (x&O<t<l) 
as is easily seen. This completes the proof. 
The arc-components of Z E C are the maximal arc-connected subsets of 
Z; they partition Z. We say ZE 2 is locally arc-connected (1.a.c.) if for 
every z E Z and every open set AE C with z E A there exists A’ E A with 
z E A’, open in C, such that Z n A’ is arc-connected. 
(11.4) If Z is connected and 1.a.c. then Z is arc-connected. 
ProoJ Let A be an arc-component of Z, and let B= Z- A. If 
zEAnBnZ,thereisanopensetCECwithzECsuchthatCnZisarc- 
connected; but A n C, B n C# 0, a contradiction. Thus An Bn Z = a, 
and so B = @ since Z is connected. The result follows. 
(11.5) If Z&C is flat and I.a.c., there is an open, flat, 1.a.c. set YS C 
with ZE Y, which may be chosen arc-connected if Z is arc-connected. 
Proof For each z E Z, choose an open A, c C with z E A, such that A, 
is flat and Z n A, is arc-connected. Since 2 is metrizable, we may choose a 
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metric 6. For each z E Z, choose E(Z) > 0 such that y E AZ for all y E C with 
6(y, z) < E(Z). For each z E Z, choose U, c A, with z E U,, open in z and 
connected, such that 6(y, z) < f&(z) for all YE Uz. Let Y= UiEZ U;. We 
claim that Y satisfies the theorem. It s&ices to check that Y is flat. Let 
4: S’ -+ 2 be continuous with / d / G Y. By compactness, we may choose a 
finite set KG 5” such that for each component X of S’ -K, there exists 
z E Z with d(X) E U,. Let K = (k,, . . . . k,}, numbered in order in S’, and 
define k-o = k,,. Let the components of S’ -K be X, (1 d i < n) in order, 
where Tl-Xi= {kip,,kij(l <<idn). For 1 Gidn, choose zieZ with 
4(X,) c U,, and let z. = z,. Since &kj) E d(F;) c U, and Uzi is arc-connec- 
ted, there is a continuous map 4i: [0, l] --+ U, with #i(O) = z, and 
d,(l) = d(ki). Let tii = [0, I] --f E be the concatenation of dj- 1, the restric- 
tion of 4 to zl,, and the reverse of #i (reparameterizing in the usual way), 
where do = 4,. We observe that 4 is homotopic to the concatenation $ of 
el, $2, . . . . $,. On the other hand, we claim that II/ is homotopic to a curve 
0 with Il3(cZ. For let ldidn. Since It,bil~U,,-,uU,, and !I/,/ meets 
both Uz,+ and Uzt, it follows that there exists UE U,{-, n U..(. Let z be 
whichever of zip 1, zi has I(Z) the larger. We claim that U,-, u Uz,c A,. 
For let y E U,m, u Uz,. Then 
min(G, zip 1), KY, zi)) < max(fE(zi- ,), $(zi)) <f&(z) 
qzr, zj-, ) < #Z;- ,) d i&(Z) 
6(z4, Zi) < $(ZJ d $(Z) 
and so max(S(y, zi- I , ) 6(y, 2,)) < E(Z). Hence y E A,, as claimed. It follows 
that 
Since A, is arc-connected and $j(0), $J 1) E Z, there exists 0, : [O, l] -+ ..X 
with / 8; I 2 Z n A= such that ei(0) = $j(0) and ei( 1) = ei( 1). Since A, is flat, 
the concatenation of $; and the reverse of 8; is null-homotopic, and so $ is 
homotopic to the concatenation 8 of 8,, i3,, . . . . 8,. Since 18 I c Z, 8 is null- 
homotopic, and hence so is $ and therefore fs, as required. 
We recall that Z c 2 is solid if Z is 1.a.c. and closed. 
(11.6) IfZ,, Z,cz are solid, so is Z, uZ,. 
Proof Let z E Z, u Z,, and let A G C be open with ZEA. Let X be 
the arc-component of (Z, u Z,) n A which contains I, and let Y = 
(Z,uZ,)-X.Ifx~X,thereareopensetsA,,A,3xsuchthatA,,A,cA 
and Zj n Aj is arc-connected, and Zi A Ai is null if x $ Zj (i = 1, 2), 
since Z,, Z, are closed. Hence YnZjnAi=@ (i=1,2), and so 
Yn(A,nA,)=@. Put A,=A,nA,. Then A, is open, and so is 
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A’ = U.xtX A,. But A’n (Z, u Z,) =X, and so is arc-connected, and 
A’ c A. The result follows. 
(11.7) rf Z c C is solid andjlat, and C is connected, there exists YE C 
with Z c Y such that Y is solid, jlat, and arc-connected. 
Proof If Z has infinitely many arc-components, there exists z E C such 
that every neighborhood of z meets infinitely many arc-components of Z. 
Since Z is closed, z E Z; but then z has a neighborhood A such that A n Z 
is arc-connected, a contradiction. Hence Z has only finitely many arc-com- 
ponents. If it has more than one, we may choose a [0, II-arc TcC with its 
ends in different arc-components of Z and with 1 T n Z 1 = 2. Then T u Z is 
solid and flat by (11.6), and has fewer arc-components than Z. The result 
follows by repeating this process. 
We say Z G C is simply connected if Z is arc-connected and every O-arc 
F c Z bounds a closed disc A c Z. By (11.2), a simply connected set is flat. 
(11.8) rf Z c L is open, flat, and arc-connected, there is an open, simply 
connected set Y G C with Z c Y. 
ProoJ If n is an ordinal, and Z, c C is open, flat, and arc-connected for 
i<n, and Z,GZ;. for i<i’<n, then vi.,, Zi is also open, and arc-connec- 
ted, and flat, by the compactness of O-arcs. Thus, by Zorn’s lemma, there 
exists Y c C with Z c Y, open, flat, and arc-connected and maximal with 
these properties. If FE Y is an O-arc, there is a closed disc A EC bounded 
by F, since Y is flat. Then Y u A is open, arc-connected, and flat, by (11.3); 
and so A G Y from the maximality of Y. Thus Y is simply connected, as 
required. 
(11.9) If C is connected and Z E C is fiat and l.a.c., and either Z is closed 
or Z is arc-connected, then there is an open simply connected subset Y _C C 
with Zz Y. 
Proof By (11.7) we may assume that Z is arc-connected. By (11.5) we 
may assume that Z is open. But then the result follows from (11.8). 
(11.10) If z is connected and Z L C is solid andjlat, then either Z = C or 
Z is planar. 
Proof By (11.9) there is an open, simply connected set YE z with 
Z c Y. If bd(L’) = 0 and Y = C, then E is a sphere, and the result follows. 
If bd(C) = Qr and Y # L’, then Y is an open disc by (4.2) and the result 
follows since any closed subset of an open disc is included in a closed disc. 
If b&C) # @, similar slightly more complicated arguments yield the result, 
and we omit the details. 
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Proof of (5.5). The “only if” part of (5.5) is clear. For the “if” part, let 
Z be as in (5.5), such that every G-normal O-arc included in Z is null- 
homotopic. Since Z is the closure of the union of some of the regions of G, 
it follows that Z is solid. The result follows from (11.10) if every continuous 
map 4: S’ + Z is null-homotopic. Let 4: S’ -+ Z be continuous. For each 
loop e of G, choose a point v, E e, and let G’ be the graph with 
U(G’) = U(G) 
V(G’) = V(G) u (ve: e is a loop of G). 
Then G’ has no loops. For each e E E(G’), since e is not a loop, we may 
choose a closed disc A, 22, with the ends of e in bd(A,), with 
ec A,- bd(A,) and with A,n U(G’) =t?; and moreover, we may make 
these choices so that A, n A,c enf for all distinct e, f~ E(G’). For each 
eEE(G’), either Znbd(A,) is arc-connected or it consists just of the ends 
of e; and so if 14 I n e # @ then Z n bd(A,) is arc-connected. By applying 
(11.3) to each A, with ]c#{ n e # @, we deduce that 41 is homotopic to a 
map $’ : S’ -+ 2 with 1 t,V 1 G’-normal. It is easy to see that $’ is homotopic 
to a map $: S’ + Z with I$! G-normal. By (11.2), II, is null-homotopic, 
and hence so is d, as required. 
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